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Evacuation drills need better organization (p. 5)

Mock wedding brings Bengali culture to Baruch
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Administrative
figures and
security guards
need to communicate more
efficiently in
order to ensure
successful and
safe evacuation
drills in the future. The safety of
students cannot be put on the
line because of a clear lack of
communication.

BUSINESS 9
RBS shares fall after failed
stress test (p. 10)
Despite a $56.8
billion bailout
in 2008, the
Royal Bank of
Scotland was
the worst performing major
bank in the
Bank of England’s annual
stress test. RBS has announced
that it will issue 2 billion euros in
bonds to raise capital.

ARTS & STYLE 11
Stone and Gosling star in
musical La La Land (p. 12)
Mia, an aspiring actress
played by
Emma Stone,
and Sebastian,
a jazz musician
played by Ryan
Gosling, are
faced with decisions that begin
to affect their lives and relationship in Damien Chazelle’s musical comedy-drama La La Land.
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Panel discusses Trump's
first 100 days in office
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Hunter College hosts author of
HIV and AIDS activism book
BY ANGEL TORRES
COPY EDITOR
Hunter College hosted an event on Tuesday, Dec. 6, titled, “David
France—How to Survive a Plague,” which is based on David France’s
book, How to Survive a Plague: The Inside Story of How Citizens and Science Tamed AIDS.
The event took place at the Roosevelt House Public Policy Institute at
Hunter College, where France read passages of his book, talked about his
activism fighting against HIV and AIDS and showed clips from his documentary.
The event opened with welcoming remarks from Jeffrey Parsons, a professor of psychology and the director of Hunter College’s Center for HIV/
AIDS Educational Studies and Training. Parsons spoke briefly and then
introduced France, who held the podium for the following hour. The event
concluded with a reception featuring an open wine bar and cocktail hour
style foods for attendees to enjoy while France signed books.

The International Union
of Pure and
Applied Chemistry recently
approved the
names and
symbols of four
new elements:
Moscovium, Nihonium, Oganesson and Tennessine. These elements were submitted for review
and were approved.

The Lady
Bearcats won
their thirdstraight game
in blowout
fashion, routing NJCU by a
final score of
88-59. Their
third-straight win signals a turn
around from an adverse start to
the season, where they lost four
straight. Luckily, the team looks
to be building team chemistry.

Bangladesh Student Association hosted its first ever “BSA Wedding” on Monday, Dec. 5, giving
all students at Baruch College the
opportunity to experience a mock
Bengali wedding.
Students were led into the Multipurpose Room, which was decorated with candles, flowers and
lights. Rows of chairs were placed
on either side of the center aisle,
with more chairs and tables placed
toward the back of the room. The
aisle lead up to a center stage in the
front of the room, which featured a
couch and more decorations.
After students selected appetizers and took their seats, the bride
and groom appeared. Each was
accompanied by members of BSA,
who were all dressed formally in
honor of the wedding.
After the couple exchanged
malas—described as flowered garlands that South Asians typically
wear on their wedding days—the
two were seated on the center stage
to enjoy the festivities.
Members of BSA performed
dances for the couple and the
gathered students throughout the
night, serving dinner in-between
performances.

BSA's ﬁrst mock wedding event featured a cake-cutting ceremony, ﬂowers and performances in Baruch's Multipurpose Room.

SCIENCE & TECH 14
Periodic table gains four
new elements (p. 14)

SPORTS 17
Lady Bearcats build streak
after winning three (p. 17)
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Wallerstein joined a panel of professors to discuss their expectations for Trump's
ﬁrst 100 days in oﬃce, as well as the president-elect's ﬂuctuating policies.
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

‘Winter Wonderland' promotes
holiday spirit
BY VICTORIA MERLINO AND GAYATHRI
RAMESH
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR AND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baruch College President Mitchel B. Wallerstein joined a panel of
professors in a discussion moderated by David S. Birdsell, Marxe Dean
of the Marxe School of Public and International Affairs. The discussion
focused on predictions for President-elect Donald Trump’s actions
during his first 100 days in office. The professors, who were experts in
their respective fields of study, gave their expectations for Trump’s first
100 days.
After having introduced each of the panelists and their respective
agendas, Birdsell continually stressed the fact that Trump has been fluctuating in his policies even after he won the election, so each prediction
can only be a speculation. Birdsell stressed his inconsistencies several
times prior to the start of the discussion.
Each speaker was allotted five minutes to explain his or her specific
field of expertise and elaborate on Trump’s prospective response to a
problem in that field, but nearly everyone went significantly over time.

The Undergraduate Student
Government held its annual
end of the Fall semester party,
“Winter Wonderland,” on Dec.
8 in the Multipurpose Room.
The event lasted from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m.
Students lined up outside of
the Multipurpose Room well before the event started. Once inside, students were encouraged
to partake in a buffet with nonalcoholic drinks, with a separate
section allocated for students
over 21 years old to consume alcohol provided by USG.
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Freshman Seminar should build
relationships

A

s the Fall semester draws
to a close and finals week
approaches, new students
have a lot over which to ponder. A
vital component of the first-year Baruch student experience is Freshman Seminar, a pass or fail student
seminar course for all new students
the Baruch College community.
Freshman Seminar is meant
to provide an informal, warm atmosphere for new students to ask
“obvious” questions and foster relationships with peers, all while growing acquainted with the resources
that Baruch offers. Although Freshman Seminar partially succeeds in
this mission, there remains much to
be improved.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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USG welcomes holidays with ‘Winter Wonderland'

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
JONATHAN SPERLING
The CUNY Rising Alliance
held a rally on the steps of City
Hall on Wednesday, Dec. 7, urging Mayor Bill de Blasio and Gov.
Andrew Cuomo to fully fund
CUNY. The group also urged
the mayor and governor to end
public disinvestment in CUNY.
According to Daniel Dornbaum,
president of the Undergraduate
Student Government, CUNY
Rising Alliance is “advocating
for the better CUNY and they
basically are coming together
to tackle some of the universitywide issues that they feel are not
being addressed by CUNY administration.”
_______________________
A joint effort between Lehman College Campus Sustainability Council and the NYC Compost Project has spawned a project dedicated to reducing the
amount of waste that ends up in
landfills. Lehman will host a food
scrap drop-off location open every Monday from 8 a.m. to 10
a.m. Any old food scraps that are
donated will be transformed into
compost and be spread among
the Bronx, throughout community gardens and on Lehman’s
campus. Since 2009, Lehman’s
on-site composter has processed
approximately 120 pounds of
food waste every day.
________________________
A City College biomedical
engineer has received more
than $4 million in grants as a
result of his contributions to
noninvasive treatment for brain
disorders. Marom Bikson, who
is a professor at CCNY’s Grove
School of Engineering, has researched noninvasive brain
stimulation devices used to treat
chronic pain, depression and
strokes, among other disorders.
For his contribution to the medical field, Bikson has received a
$377,000 award from Boston Scientific, a $1.2 million award from
the National Cancer Institute
and a $1.8 million grant from
the National Institutes of Health.
________________________
Two City College undergraduates were recently named
recipients of two prizes in two
separate international visual
arts contests. Mariana Osorio
received the top prize of $4,000
for her entry in the 2016 International Student Travel Video
Contest, This Magic World. The
film tells Osorio’s story of leaving a dangerous area of Mexico
to study art and music in the
United States. Suha Sultan’s
entry in the Study New York
International Student Contest
won in the campus photography category. Her entry details City College’s campus, as
well as its diverse population.
________________________
Hostos Community College
raised more than $63,000 during
CUNY’s Giving Tuesday event
on Nov. 29, breaking its original
fundraising goal of $7,000. The
money will go toward the college’s Bridge Tuition Support Assistance Program, which helps
students who can no longer receive financial aid pay for their
education. The college made
use of donations, social media
marketing and T-shirt sales to
collect the $63,000. “This communal effort will make a substantial difference in the lives of
many of our students who find
themselves so close to graduating, only to fall short,” said Nydia
Edgecombe, director of Hostos’
Alumni Relations Office.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The Multipurpose Room was
decorated with strung-up lights,
lit-up trees and small pieces of
crushed plastic foam on the ground
to imitate snow in an effort to support the holiday theme of the party.
According to Nicole Zelenko,
vice president of Campus Affairs,
“The aim of this party is to bring
the entire Baruch Community together and commemorate the holiday spirit before students get busy
for the finals week.”
The music was provided by DJ
Charbel Wakim, whose music selection ranged from classic holiday
songs to older hits to the latest rap
and pop music. Students were able
to dance throughout the duration
of the event, at one point forming
a circle where students gathered in
the middle to breakdance.
One of the most popular attractions of the evening was the photo
booth, where event attendees
could get their photos taken with
their friends.
The main activities of the party
included students participating in
competitive events, with a gingerbread house decorating competition and an ugly sweater competition being among the highlights.
Different clubs around campus
participated in the gingerbread
house competition, where a group
of members from each participating club had to work as a team to
decorate a gingerbread house.
Pre-built gingerbread houses
were provided, and students were
tasked with using their creativity
to come up with different designs
to represent their clubs on their
house. After a set amount of time
decorating, the best house was selected by USG.
The winners of this competition were the Hindu Student Association and the Sigma Alpha Delta
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USG's 'Winter Wonderland' featured competitive events, a photo booth, seasonal decorations and other attractions.
Honor Society.
The event also featured smaller
contests for students, including a
water bottle flipping competition,
where students had to flip water
bottles and have them land rightside up, as well as similar smaller
games.
Individual students also had the
opportunity to decorate their own
gingerbread men. A table was set
up with blank gingerbread cookies, along with bags of different
colored frosting. Event attendees
could decorate their cookies with
the frosting, to either show friends
or to eat.
The second competition after
the gingerbread house decorating
was the ugly sweater competition.

Prior to the event, students were
told to dress in ugly holiday sweaters in order to enter the contest. Interested students were then invited
to flaunt their ugly holiday sweaters for the crowd, which added
to the holiday spirit of the party.
The winner of this contest was
Plinio Buzato Jr, who dressed in elf
ears, an elf hat and a sweater that
featured a reindeer, snowflakes
and lights.
Students ate, danced and drank
late into the night, with the party
only halting for the entire crowd
to enact the popular mannequin
challenge. The crowd was frozen
for a quarter of a minute to participate in the challenge, which
was set to rap duo Rae Sremmurd’s

“Black Beatles.”
Daniel Dornbaum, president of
USG, asserted the benefits of having “Winter Wonderland.”
“[USG] tries to host our annual
winter party to allow students to relieve any stress they may be feeling
in the weeks before finals. We also
tie it into our stress relief week that
we will do during our actual finals
week but it’s our big kickoff to that
season. We also want to celebrate
the many faiths that are present on
campus. We want students to feel
… that their backgrounds [are being] celebrated.”
For next year’s “Winter Wonderland” event, Dornbaum hopes that
USG will double the already-high
attendance of this year’s event.

BSA mock wedding exposes Baruch to Bengali culture
Mock wedding attendees were encouraged to donate to BSA for the Poverty Fighter Foundation, which aids poor children in Bangladesh
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The bride and groom also participated in a cake-cutting ceremony and were available to pose
for photos with BSA members and
wedding guests.
Nabil Rahman, president of
BSA, detailed the formation of the
event via email.
“I wanted to bring something
unique to [the] Baruch community, something [that had] never
happened before. Weddings [are]
one of the biggest parts of Bengali
culture. Since we can't have an
actual wedding at BSA I needed
something that would bring the
real experience of an actual wedding. That’s where the mock wedding idea came [from]. A few other
colleges do mock wedding[s] every
year. I thought it [was] time for Baruch to have one,” wrote Rahman.
As BSA had never had a mock
wedding before, the club needed to
appeal to the Undergraduate Student Government for additional
funding.
BSA had 10 days to create a plan
for the wedding, finding a DJ, decorations and a vendor for refreshments in the process.
A major challenge, said Rahman, was finding a vendor to design the elaborate wedding clothes.
Mehjabeen Hasan Creations by
Mehjabeen Hasan, a designer who
had previously worked with BSA,
was tapped to make a custom outfit for the mock wedding’s bride Savannah Wang.
In an email, Wang described
the process she went through to
become the bride at the mock
wedding, writing that she was first
approached by a friend who is on
the BSA e-board. She then met with
the rest of the BSA e-board members, as well as the mock wedding’s
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The mock wedding featured elaborate decorations and clothing that were representative of Bengali culture.
groom Arvis Chen. The full scope
of the event was then explained
to her.
Leading up to the night, Wang
prepared by filming promotional
material for the wedding that was
posted to the BSA Facebook page,
as well as practicing a dance that
she performed during the event.
The day of the event, she spent
two hours getting her hair and
makeup ready, meeting with
Hasan to layer on her clothing and
jewelry and complete her look for
the wedding.
Overall, she was pleased with

the outcome of the mock wedding
event.
“I was a little nervous, skeptical
and confused [at first] but honestly
I could not have been happier with
my choice to go through with [the
wedding],” said Wang.
Student response to the event
was positive, with Rahman going as far as to say that BSA may
turn the mock wedding into an annual event.
“Every time there is a South
Asian event, 95 percent of the audience turns out to be South Asian.
I tried to change that. As a South

Asian club leader, my goal was
to expand beyond the Baruch
South Asian community. To make
that come true we involved nonSouth Asian student[s] in our celebration. [I’m] proud to say the
result was a success.”
Event attendees were encouraged to donate money to BSA for
the Poverty Fighter Foundation, a
foundation that helps underprivileged children in Bangladesh receive access to food, quality education, shelter and other necessities and resources needed to help
them survive.
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Discussion predicts Trump's actions during his first 100 days
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR
Wallerstein was the first to
discuss his prediction on how
Trump will handle national security conflicts.
“In the area of defense, national
security, foreign policy, [Trump]
has completely reversed his position on the use of torture, so we
don’t know exactly how this will
shake out," Wallerstein said. “The
key concern, of course, is that the
president-elect in these areas has
zero background. He has purportedly been rejecting intelligence
briefings that have been offered to
him and that are routine for any incoming president.”
Wallerstein went on to discuss other issues that remain unresolved and uncertain due to
Trump’s imminent presidency.
The South China Sea, for example, has been heavily debated
since China began its effort to assert power over the region. This
poses a great conflict for other nations since the South China Sea is a
major trade route.
Wallerstein commented that the
division of the South China Sea is
unpredictable at this point in time.
He also questioned nuclear proliferation since Trump repeatedly
claimed that he would not mind if
Japan, Saudi Arabia and South Korea acquired nuclear weapons.
There is also the pressing issue
of climate change, which, Wallerstein explained, Trump blatantly
dismisses as a hoax.
Professor Els de Graauw of the
Department of Political Science
spoke about Trump’s prospective immigration policies. She
predicted that during his first 100
days in office, he is going to work
to repeal the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals policy, as he
has not backed down from his

original promise to curb immigration. If DACA were to be repealed,
over 740,000 immigrants who were
brought to the United States illegally may have to face deportation,
according to de Graauw.
Judith Kafka, a professor at the
Marxe School who specializes in
kindergarten through 12th-grade
education, said that some republican ideals include redirecting
federal money that is going into
public education into vouchers for
private schools.
She predicts that Trump will
mostly base his first 100 days on
conservative ideology, but he will
not begin to implement the voucher program soon.
During his presidency, Barack
Obama passed a law that allowed
citizens to use the bathroom that
corresponds to the gender with
which they identify. Trump has
demonstrated a lack of support for
the transgender bathroom initiative proposed by Obama.
Kafka, however, predicted
that despite his adverse reaction,
Trump will not act on reversing this
law within the first 100 days of his
presidency.
The president-elect has fluctuated on his stances for a number
of issues since he won the election. He has, according to some,
lightened his proposal to build a
wall along the southern border of
the United States; he has settled for
light fencing along some parts of
the border. Similarly, he has begun
to discourage racist remarks even
though his campaign had been primarily fueled by white supremacist
language.
Professor John Casey from the
Marxe School specializes in civil
society and how it might be affected by Trump’s policies.
Although he cannot say for certain that Trump will try to privatize
nonprofits and non-government
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Each speaker at the event was alotted ﬁve minutes to explain Trump's prospective response to an issue, such as immigration.
organizations, he did have one
piece of good news that he delivered confidently.
He said, “I can promise is that
there will be an increase in donations to your organizations within
the next few weeks.”
Those who oppose Trump,
Casey said, will be more inclined
to donate to nonprofit organizations that fight for causes like LGBT
equality.
Dahlia Remler, also a profes-

sor at the Marxe School, discussed
Trump’s possible reforms to
healthcare.
“It looks like Trump will follow the traditional Republicans on
this topic. He has strong rhetoric
about the topic and he has a substantial base of knowledge on it,”
Remler said.
She predicted that within his
first 100 days in office, he will immediately come up with a plan to
repeal Obamacare.

“I think one of the limbs I will
go out on in terms of prediction is
if Trump is politically smart, he will
avoid having health policies with
his name on them. Once there is
'Trumpcare,' there is no way there
won’t be losers and people who do
not support it,” Remler said.
After the panelists spoke, there
was a brief question and answer
period in which most participants
asked for clarification from one of
the speakers.

Wallerstein discusses upcoming Baruch projects over lunch event
BY ANGEL TORRES
COPY EDITOR
Baruch College hosted its
“Lunch with President Wallerstein”
on Thursday, Dec. 8 in NVC 14-270.
The luncheon, which featured
Baruch College President Mitchel
B. Wallerstein, takes place twice
a semester and allows students to
meet their president, bring up any
matters that they think require his
attention and talk to him casually.
Lasting from 12:30 p.m. to 2
p.m., the event took place in a small
room with a set of tables, allowing everyone sitting to see all the
people present and giving a more
personal touch to the lunch.
There was a variety of chips,
cookies, drinks and sandwiches at
a table along the wall, which all the
attendees took advantage of when
they came in and settled down.
Wallerstein took up a chair in
the back, away from the door and at
the center of the table.
After sampling his choice of
lunch, Wallerstein began by explaining how the event has worked
in the past. The lunch would start
by having every attendee take turns
stating his or her name, major, year
and ethnicity.
After the introductions, Wallerstein would take over to talk about
things that are happening around
Baruch; any updates, future plans
and points of interest would be
mentioned.
After his short news brief,
Wallerstein said the floor would
be open to casual conversation,
where everyone was welcome to
talk about anything that they found
important.
Wallerstein kicked off the news
brief by expressing remorse for the
recent harassment of Baruch Student Yasmin Seweid, who was antagonized by three drunk men on
Thursday, Dec. 1.

The Muslim student was on her
way home when the men started
screaming “Donald Trump,” throwing anti-Muslim slurs at her and
tried ripping off her hijab. No one
came to her aid.
Wallerstein spoke energetically
about how the incident was unacceptable and how he could never
have foreseen such events happening, even when considering the
turnout of the presidential election.
“I hope in the coming months
that Mr. Trump will realize this is
not going to help his chances of
having a successful presidency and
that he will move away from this
disturbing rhetoric. He has encouraged people who are very far to the
right,” said Wallerstein.
He closed his statement about
Seweid by saying that Baruch is
determined to help people who are
affected and the college is working
hard to protect its students.
The topic shifted to immigration, a topic for which Wallerstein also had some comforting
words. He reassured attendees that
students were the college’s priority and stated that under no circumstance would Baruch give out
the information of its immigrant
students.
Later on, Wallerstein allowed a
student, who had expressed his desire to share his harassment stories,
have the floor. Darren Pasha, a public affairs major, opened by saying
that he was gay and Muslim.
His first story was about a woman who harassed him for how he
was dressed when he was exiting
a train station. She told him that
it was too bad he would not be allowed to dress the way he did after
Trump’s election—the irony of this
was that he was wearing a men’s
cardigan from J.Crew.
Pasha’s second story was a bit
more jarring. This story told of an
altercation he had with three peo-
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During the event, Wallerstein touched on topics such as future Baruch projects, immigration and recent acts of harassment.
ple in Times Square. One woman
began antagonizing him for how
he was walking and, soon after,
two other people joined in. Pasha
ended up getting punched in the
face. Luckily, he got the vast majority of the encounter filmed on his
phone camera.
What he missed were the hateful
and racist remarks that were slung
in his direction, meaning that the
crime could not be written down as
a hate crime by police, and instead,
was only given the denomination
of assault.
Wallerstein and the attendees
offered Pasha their condolences
once he relinquished the floor.
Wallerstein brightened the remainder of the luncheon by shift-

ing the focus of conversation to
happier topics. He mentioned the
renovation of the 25th Street Plaza,
which will take place throughout
2017 and into 2018. The ultimate
goal is to make the plaza an urban
space for students to enjoy.
“What you see out there now is
only called the interim plaza. It’s
just a closed street,” said Wallerstein. “We’ve raised over $5 million
and we’re going to convert that area
into a beautiful permanent public
urban space, with trees, benches
and a performance space.”
Wallerstein also mentioned the
plans to build a student center for
clubs in the basement of the U.S.
Postal Service building, located
across 24th Street from the NVC.

Baruch is also trying to gain access to a partitioned space on the
ground floor of the building to
make a study space for students.
Afterward, students took turns
speaking their minds to Wallerstein. They brought up concerns
about class difficulties as well as
issues with how some of the large
lectures are graded.
Wallerstein listened attentively,
taking in every concern. When the
event concluded at 2 p.m., Wallerstein hung around for any students
who wanted to speak with him
one-on-one. In his last remarks,
he thanked everyone for attending and encouraged all students
to come again to any of the future
luncheons.
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Seminar addresses safety concerns
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
MANAGING EDITOR
In response to student safety
concerns, the Undergraduate Student Government co-sponsored
with Peers Advocating Wellness
Services to create a self-defense
seminar that was held on Dec. 8.
The event was led by Peter Flores,
an officer in Baruch’s Department
of Public Safety.
In an interview, USG Representative Senator Andrew Windsor explained that he got the idea
for a self-defense seminar when
students began worrying for their
safety post-election. He did not
think that the safety pin campaign
was enough, so he approached
several people about the idea of
creating a self-defense seminar.
“I was just thinking to myself—
discussion is great, you know, if
people want to back up their words
with actions,” Windsor said. “I’m
just responding to the demands of
our constituents, the demands of
the student body. They said they
were worried and they feared for
their safety, so I was like, ‘Sure. You
need to know how to protect yourself in life.’”
As Windsor explained, he originally planned for the seminars to
start in the Spring 2017 semester.
However, an attack on a Muslim
Baruch student that took place
on Dec. 1 prompted him to “fasttrack” the event to the end of this
semester.
“I felt like if people were worried—and now we actually had
a situation on our hands—we
should be supplying students with
ways to defend themselves. Not
only because of the election, but
anything else,” Windsor said.
For the purpose of the event, all
chairs were pushed back against
the walls.
Flores also insisted that the
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Flores taught attendees how to use martial arts techniques for self-defense.
door be kept open to allow passersby to walk into the room more
freely. In an interview, Flores, who
joined Baruch in 2012, explained
that learning martial arts is a family tradition. At the age of 14, he
began training Goju-Ryu Karate
under several teachers, including
his father. His father, in turn, was
trained by Flores’ uncle.
“I believe that everyone has
the right to learn self-defense. Not
only do I want people to be safe at
Baruch, I want everyone to make it
here and home safely,” Flores said.
“Since I cannot educate the ignorant, I choose to teach people how
to protect themselves better.”
Flores began the seminar by
introducing some of the methods
for escaping a simple arm grab. He
asked the students to bend their
arms at the elbows and look at
the palms of their hands as if they
were looking at a mirror. Then, the
students were asked to turn their
palms out toward the attacker
and push outward, so that the attacker’s body would be forced to
fall one way and the victim could
escape the other way.
Later, he moved on to escaping

a “Frankenstein choke” and escaping a rear naked choke.
For the first one, the defendant
was asked to push down on one
of the attacker’s forearms while
lifting the other one with a hand
movement that resembled holding
up a serving platter.
That way, the victim could create a clear path to escape.While
the techniques presented by
Flores were meant purely for selfdefense, Flores admitted that the
streets may require more aggressive defensive tactics.
Flores presented different ways
in which one could immobilize
the attacker by kicking him or her
on the side of the knee. Later, he
taught ways in which a defendant
could hit the attacker with their elbow without having to break his or
her defense. He noted that, if possible, one should aim for the jaw as
it is a bigger target than the nose.
A broken jaw also hurts more than
a broken nose and takes longer to
recover from.
“I don’t want safe spaces. I want
safe environments,” Flores said at
the end of the seminar. “Don’t put
us in cubbies.”
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FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

CUNY Rising Alliance needs
unified front to resolve issues
Change is usually accomplished by a large group of people who seek
to accomplish a common goal. In CUNY however, the unification of the
administration, faculty and students to achieve a common goal often
seems like a lost effort.
On Dec. 7, editors of The Ticker received a media advisory from the
CUNY Rising Alliance. In it, the organization puts forward its goal to
convince Mayor Bill de Blasio and Gov. Andrew Cuomo to fully fund
CUNY’s tuition.
The CUNY Rising Alliance is a coalition of students, faculty and other interested entities who try to solve issues that often go unaddressed
by the CUNY administration. In the Spring 2016 semester, the CUNY
Rising Alliance helped organize “March in March” and die-ins in front
of Cuomo’s office.
As The Ticker reported last semester, these events helped bring light
to the fact that a new contract with CUNY faculty had not been ratified
in over six years. At the time, there seemed to be no unified front for
students and faculty to fight for contracts for the faculty and against increasing tuition for the students. Administrative and faculty members
leaned toward a tuition hike while legislators and students pushed for
a tuition freeze. Because of this disagreement, the message of the fight
became muddled and weakened the efforts of both sides.
Now, the CUNY Rising Alliance is trying to bring the interests of students and faculty members together to create a stronger force to present issues that concern CUNY.
The CUNY Rising Alliance recently proposed the creation of a CUNY
Students’ Bill of Rights. The document’s points include a decrease of
the workload of academic advisers, free public higher education, health
counselors, high quality professors who get adequately compensated
for their work and other relevant facility improvements.
When students fought for a tuition freeze, they did not seem to have
full faculty support. Later, when the faculty was fighting for contracts,
they did not seem to have full student support. While it seems like the
two parties are now coming together to fight for their rights, it still does
not seem like the front is fully unified.
The CUNY Rising Alliance’s most recent efforts are an admirable
step forward. Before any changes are to be made, however, the organization must rally a larger number of students and faculty behind it. The
CUNY Rising Alliance needs to continue to fight for some of the most
pressing issues and address the fact that the faculty still did not receive
the compensation that they were promised.

Ratings identify food safety problems
New York State Sen. Jeffrey D. Klein announced a proposal to apply the restaurant letter grading system to school cafeterias. Like public
restaurants, cafeterias are subject to inspection by the New York City
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. Some school cafeterias
are in horrible health conditions. For example, in the Sixth Avenue Elementary School in Greenwich Village, animal droppings were found
in the kitchen area.
Students who attend public school can either bring food from home
or pay ahead to receive a meal from their school cafeteria. With limited
choices, it is crucial that parents of schoolchildren are aware of the level
of cleanliness exhibited by their school’s cafeteria. With the implementation of the letter system, poorly maintained cafeterias will hopefully
be shamed into improving their kitchen facilities.
At the very least, parents will be aware of the conditions within the
cafeteria and be able to send their children to school with a bagged
lunch instead, if necessary. Schoolchildren and their parents deserve
the same level of transparency from cafeterias as the public receives
from normal restaurants. Society has a responsibility to look out for its
young people, so officials should work on providing healthier breakfast
and lunch options to schoolchildren.

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

Evacuation drills need new strategy
Evacuation drills have demonstrated a lack of cohesion and communication among the security guards

T

hroughout the month of
November, emergency drill
evacuations have demonstrated a severe lack of communication between faculty and
students and have posed a cause
for concern.
There was an emergency evacuation drill in the 23rd Street Building on Nov. 21. Letter-sized pages
plastered on the columns in the
lobby warned of an impending drill
but omitted the time. When the
alarm went off, professors stopped
talking mid-sentence and urged
students to leave.
From the 13th floor, it took
about 25 minutes to descend. The
instructions could only be heard
when the stairwell doors opened to
let people in and out. In this situation, it is inefficient and unsafe
to have speakers in the hallways
rather than in the stairwells. If there
were ever an emergency on the
lower floors, everyone in the stairwells would know last. This is an
extremely flawed design that does
not promote safety.
Professors were caught off guard
by the easily overlooked and ambiguous signs posted in the lobby.
They had no warning and there was
no time to adjust their exam schedules based on this simple error.
Therefore, due to the surprise drill,
students who did not study enough
had seen exams they should not
have seen and knew exactly what to
study for when they had to retake
their exams. On the other hand,

students who studied hard felt like
their hard work was wasted or had
been devalued because of this.
When everyone finally filed out
of the stairwells, the security guards
still did not give further instruction. Everyone squeezed into the
small lobby area in front of the theater. It was cramped, hot and loud.
Though there were speakers in this
area, they were still inaudible due
to the large crowd. Amid the confusion and chaos, some students
started to leave through emergency
exits, which caused more alarms to
go off. There seemed to be no plan
and the security guards looked as
if they did not agree on how to respond to the situation.
When the alarms quieted, they
let the students go back to class.
The lines for the elevators were
much worse than they are during
the usual rush hour. It took another
25 minutes to get back up to the
13th floor. In total, the entire drill
wasted an hour and seemed to accomplish nothing. Based on this
single event, if there were ever a
real emergency, rather than staying
calm, students and faculty members would be justified in worrying
about their own safety.
The following week, there was
a fire drill in the Newman Library.
When the alarm sounded, it was
not as loud as the alarms from the
evacuation drill in the 23rd Street
Building. Students in the library
made eye contact and waited to
see if anyone would do anything.

Nobody descended from the upper floors and nobody from the
standing computer kiosks seemed
concerned. The guard just sat at
the front desk and looked straight
forward as if there were no alarm at
all. Only after 10 minutes were students informed that the alarm was
just a drill as officials announced it
over the loudspeaker.
It was interesting that the mob
mentality of the students in the
library was to do nothing. The
authoritative figure—the security guard—seemed unconcerned
about the alarm, so students followed the same example. The guard
did not acknowledge the alarm in
any way. It would have helped for
him to simply stand up and tell students to ignore the alarm. What if
it had been an actual emergency?
Based on this performance, it is difficult to determine how the guard
would have reacted.
The lack of communication
between administrators, faculty
members, security guards and students needs to be addressed. In
the event of an actual emergency,
the lack of communication would
cause avoidable harm. Additionally, there is no rehearsed evacuation
drill, so if students had not been in
those buildings at the time of the
drills, then they might not know the
proper exits.
-Agata Poniatowski
Urban Sustainability and
Environmental Management '18
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T

he Investigatory Powers Act,
a bill that was just passed in
the United Kingdom, is stirring controversy with its unprecedented outreach into the internet
privacy of citizens. This law grants
the ability for any authority to view
one’s private web browsing history.
A provision of the bill forces
companies to record the internet
activity of users for one year and,
if requested, make this information accessible to authorities. This
information is comprised of a list of
visited websites and apps or messaging services used. The caveat,
however, is that authorities will not
be able to know the individual pages each internet user has visited.
Those in support of the bill believe that it is an incredibly important addition to ensure that the
United Kingdom is kept secure.
Prime Minister Theresa May believes that this law will help maintain national security and ensure
public safety.
The bill has been passed with

the hope that it will help discover
threats and apprehend terrorists.
On one hand, the newly passed law
grants police and intelligence agencies a much larger pool of people to
gather data from, which may help
them identify and apprehend terrorists before they can commit an
attack. Additionally, by legalizing
acts of espionage, these agencies
can operate more freely, without a
warrant and without fear of being
caught or punished.
Critics of the bill argue that it
may bring about a groundbreaking,
unparalleled intrusion into the privacy of millions of citizens.
According to the bill’s provisions, there is no judicial oversight
over whose data is being collected,
which means that police officers
have access to any citizen’s web
history at all times. To access the
web history, a police officer must
receive the approval of a specially
trained supervising officer. Without
judicial oversight, police could easily start targeting particular groups

disproportionally and out of bias.
Telecommunications companies may not be able to secure their
customers’ data from malicious
parties and hackers. Only earlier
this year, Yahoo announced that
it suffered from a massive data
breach in 2014, resulting in the
theft of 500 million user accounts,
which the company blames on a
“state-sponsored actor.”
The Investigatory Powers Act
poses a great boon to the efforts
of the U.K. government and intelligence agencies that want to keep
their citizens safe. However, it also
carries a great amount of risk. The
personal privacy of millions of U.K.
citizens is at stake.
The bill has set a dangerous new
precedent to collect everyone’s
data first and find the criminals
later. Only time will tell whether
the government and related agencies will abuse this new power.
-Jahvon Meadows
Accounting '19
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Mental health needs
priority during finals
THE USG REPORT

DANIEL DORNBAUM

A

s students quickly approach
finals week, the semester
begins to culminate into a
week of sleepless nights spent at
the Newman Library, consumption of massive amounts of coffee
and hours of clicking refresh on
CUNYfirst to check if grades were
posted.
This time of the year will always
bring about a difficult stretch for
students, but it is important to
maintain good mental health and
not allow the pressure of finals
week to completely overwhelm us.
While, unfortunately, we cannot add more hours to the day, we
can work to maximize the usage
of our time. This is where being
mentally healthy comes in handy.
Having a good night’s sleep and
eating a hearty breakfast allows
us to be energized and more productive during the times when we
are studying or working. Keeping
healthy helps us maximize the
work that we are doing.
Utilizing downtime to maximize work efficiency is essential to
the success of your college career.
While keeping the right balance
between the two is especially difficult during finals week, there are
few other times when it is more
important.
The Undergraduate Student

Government of Baruch College
hopes to ease the weight of finals
week with a few stress-relief activities in the remaining days of the
semester. Starting on Dec. 13 and
lasting until Dec. 16, USG representatives will be hosting a popup cafe complete with Insomnia
Cookies, a pseudo-spa day, a midnight breakfast and a pre-finals
snack with Waffles and Dinges.
During finals week, USG representatives will also mix in some
surprise giveaways. We have also
re-launched our Facebook page,
Baruch Feels, where students can
anonymously give shout-outs and
words of encouragement to their
fellow Bearcats.
We will do our best to reach
every undergraduate student, but
inevitably, we will miss a few students due to the size of the school.
If you are feeling overwhelmed
or need professional counseling,
Baruch provides counselors from
Monday through Friday. To schedule a confidential appointment
with one of the certified counselors, visit the student affairs website
or stop by the Office of Student Life
on the second floor of the Newman Vertical Campus.
The draw of scrolling through
Facebook feeds or binging on that
new show on Netflix is very tempting, but winter break is almost
here and you will have plenty of
time for that soon. We hope to see
you at our events, but if we miss
you, good luck on finals and have
a wonderful holiday season and
New Year.
Daniel Dornbaum is the president of USG. He can be reached at
daniel.dornbaum@usgbaruch.
com. His office is located at 3-272
in the Newman Vertical Campus.

Castro's death calls for US support
THE POLITICKER

REUVEN GLEZER

F

idel Castro, the Cuban revolutionary who ran the country from 1976 to 2008, died
on Nov. 25. His death received a
wide range of reactions from the
international community, from
outright celebrations of his final
breath to condolences from major world leaders, such as Vladimir Putin, who had nothing but
praise for one of the most controversial statesmen of the Western
Hemisphere.
Castro's leadership of North
America's first single-party state
in the wake of overthrowing the
island’s CIA-backed dictator, Fulgencio Batista, would permanently shift how Cuba interacted with
the rest of the world. His death is
equally impacting.
Castro officially stepped away
from the Cuban leadership in
2008 as his age began to catch up
with him, transferring power to
his younger brother Raul Castro.
This shift of power was seen as,
perhaps, the first sign of change
in Cuba's government. For a short
while, it appeared that there were
some signs of progress under his
brother’s reign.
His brother’s administration
implemented many economic
reforms that encouraged private
investment and reduction of presidential powers. Many devices that
were illegal during Fidel’s presidency became more accessible,

Gun restrictions must not trump rights
Stronger gun regulations would beneﬁt citizens, but they must comply with the Second Amendment

T

hough not particularly
prominent in this past election cycle, the issue of gun
legality and control in the United
States has been a cornerstone
of political contention for years.
Those in favor of abolishing the
Second Amendment believe that
doing so will decrease violence
and increase safety, while opponents argue that the restriction of
gun rights is an act of oppression
that directly impedes upon the
rights of law-abiding citizens.
This polarizing issue is unlikely
to draw any compromises in ideology, but the government must find
a middle ground that will simultaneously allow citizens to make the
nation safer while protecting the
rights of U.S. citizens.
The Second Amendment,
which protects the right to bear
arms, is very unique in the industrialized world. Most other nations, such as Australia, France,
Germany and the United Kingdom
have enacted laws to limit firearm
ownership. These stipulations
seem to have made a difference,
as the gun-related death rate in
the United States totals 10.2 per
100,000 people, according to The
American Journal of Medicine.
Though gun ownership is protected under the Constitution, the
concept of implementing limitations is not beyond historical precedent. Like the First Amendment,
which does not protect some
forms of speech such as violent
threats, the Second Amendment
should not completely protect all
gun ownership.
While U.S. citizens should keep
their right to bear arms, the government must follow the lead of
other industrialized nations and
enact laws that will lower gun violence and make the country safer.

It is vital that the United States
crack down on the circulation of illegal firearms, as well as the private
sale of weapons, which remains
vastly unregulated. Based on studies conducted by professor Philip
Cook of Duke University, less than
3 percent of interviewed inmates
acquired their weaponry from a
gun store. Cook also estimated that
the percentage of crimes committed with legal guns is small. This
indicates the need to pursue more
aggressive measures in reducing
the circulation of illegal guns.
It is also necessary to limit citizens’ access to assault weapons
and guns with high ammo capacity. According to data compiled
from FBI and media reports, when
high-capacity magazines were
used in mass shootings, 155 percent more people were shot and 47
percent more were killed.
Along with restrictions on assault weapons, there must be an
extensive criminal background
check and independently administered psychiatric test for prospective gun buyers, as well as a
mandatory waiting period.
Currently, the waiting period
ends after 72 hours, even if the
background check is not completed. This allows for guns to “slip
through the cracks” and wind up
in the hands of criminals or others
who would ordinarily have been
deemed unfit to possess them.
Psychiatric tests would also presumably help in restricting gun
access to those who are mentally
unfit to own a gun.
Although gun restrictions have
the potential to make society safer,
it is important that legislation is
not taken so far that it impedes
upon individual freedom. In order
for society to truly be free, every
decision the government makes

cannot be based on overall safety.
For example, while a mandatory
curfew or uninhibited police access to personal property may
serve to reduce crime, it would
also be an unacceptable governmental overreach. The argument
can be made that preventing lawabiding citizens from owning any
guns whatsoever is also a form of
governmental overreach.
For many, gun ownership is
a symbol of freedom and a pillar
of U.S. history. A large number of
law-abiding citizens view guns as
a literal weapon of the people that
allows them to fight oppression,
much like the colonists did in the
American Revolution. Though the
fear of an oppressive system like
that of Great Britain in the 18th
century may seem far-fetched,
the Second Amendment was written to ensure that such a structure
would never become a reality.
Despite legitimate arguments
on both sides of the gun control
issue, people are understandably
quick to resort to anger and unable to understand the opposition.
How could people be okay with the
high rates of violence connected
with firearms? Why would so many
be willing to throw away protective
freedoms?
The United States is a society of
wide-ranging priorities and ideologies, but above all, it is important that citizens remember who
they are as a nation. The country
was founded on the notions of independence and as a result, its citizens must ensure that it operates
and works to create a safe, productive society within, somewhat
ironically, the confines of freedom
and liberty.
-Michael Giusetti
Marketing Analytics '17

such as computers and DVD players. His administration’s biggest
achievement, however, is most
likely the Cuba Thaw, the nickname given to the normalization
of diplomatic relations with the
United States. In March of 2016,
President Barack Obama became
the first U.S. president to visit Cuba
in over 80 years.
Obama's visit, though it can
be regarded as a diplomatic milestone, was mired in some degree of
controversy. While Cuba was most
certainly not the country that Fidel
ran when he was in power, it still
resided in his shadow, to an extent. Fidel's treatment of religious
activities, dissidents and the LGBT
community are just a few of the
human rights abuses that the dictator had under his name. He had,
slowly, begun to adopt much more
liberal positions regarding these
once-heavily persecuted groups,
but the open government crackdowns that occurred with terrifying regularity were not forgotten.
Following Fidel's death, his
brother announced that there
would be no monuments with
his name in Cuba in the hopes
of avoiding rebellion developing around him as it did with fellow revolutionary Che Guevara.
Guevara’s image became popular
around the world, but his actions
and beliefs seem to be lost as those
who wear his face on a T-shirt do
not understand its significance. Fidel's legacy, it would seem, would
have to be determined by those
who remembered him and not by
a street sign with his name plastered across it. Memory, however,
does not unfold in the same way
for everyone.
For the Cuban diaspora that fled
Fidel’s regime, his reign brought
an economic malaise onto the island. This was a result of overly aggressive efforts to keep a planned

economy in a country that was
slowly losing financial support,
especially following the collapse
of the Soviet Union. For those
who stayed during his implementation of universal education and
healthcare, Cuba was made one
of the most literate nations in the
world, with one of the finest medical care systems.
Cuba is a nation caught at a
crossroads. While steps are being
taken to bring the country into
a world where Cuba is not isolated, the freedoms of its people
are denied. There are substantial
improvements that can be made
to create a much more breathable political atmosphere for its
people. Raul’s announcement to
step down after his second term as
president is one such tiny step, as
symbolic as it may possibly be.
There is something the international community can do, something especially the United States
can do. The United States can support Cuba, which is a deceptively
simple endeavor. It takes faith and
innovation to bring a nation onto
the world stage, but it also requires
cooperation. When Obama suggested a new foreign policy of not
"freezing-out" nations during his
first presidential run, the press had
labeled him as a politically inexperienced and naive president.
The Cuba Thaw has proved him
right, if only in the sense of dialogue that took place so far. These
initial communications with the
island-nation are a stepping stone.
How the new presidential team will
treat this progress remains to be
seen, but considering its staunch
"United States first" position and
criticisms of Fidel, there does not
seem to be much potential for
further talks. It would be quite the
shame if the United States did not
keep moving forward to try to resolve Cuban issues.

Trump should not outlaw
desecration of US flag

P

resident-elect
Donald
Trump proposed revoking
citizenship or accumulating
jail time for citizens who burn the
U.S. flag. He suggested these consequences even though two U.S.
Supreme Court cases ruled that
burning the flag is defended by
First Amendment rights.
Trump tweeted that “Nobody
should be allowed to burn the
American flag - if they do, there
must be consequences - perhaps
loss of citizenship or year in jail!”
It is uncertain what influenced
Trump to tweet this, but the
motive could be traced back to a
post-election outcry in Amherst,
Massachusetts.
Jason Miller, senior communications adviser of Trump’s transition team, revealed to CNN’s New
Day that flag-burning should be illegal. However, his stance clashes
with the stances of other conservative heads, such as Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell and the
late Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia.
The Supreme Court has already
declared twice that damaging the
U.S. flag, which is still a highly disputed action, is constituted as a
method of free speech. In the case
of Texas v. Johnson, Texas court
originally stated that citizen Gregory Johnson infringed on a state
law that banned the “desecration
of a venerated object,” or in this
situation, the U.S. flag.
The Supreme Court settled that
flag-burning was a kind of “symbolic speech” that was safeguarded under the First Amendment.
The decision was passed with a
vote of 5-4.
If the government outlaws flagburning just because people are
insulted about violence toward an
admired object, then it will open

avenues to banning other actions
that can be deemed upsetting to
others. By prohibiting flag-burning, society is initiating a ban on
books, magazines and films that
deal with war, sex and drug use.
Essentially, prohibiting flag-burning enables censorship.
Controversial action or media
that focuses on sensitive topics
should not be banned because
they will cause people to become
sheltered and society will turn into
a bubble. If the country assumes
that the flag should always be protected against harm, even at the
price of an individual’s freedom,
the nation’s unrestrained democracy will weaken.
Even though the flag is a pivotal
image for this nation, it is more
crucial to maintain the freedom of
speech, autonomy and personal
possessions that exemplify the nation’s values.
The fight has to do with whether the rights of all U.S. citizens
should be valued more than the
security of the flag. If an individual’s entitlement to burn the flag
is rebuffed, then it becomes a slip
on an unpredictable surface.
Burning the flag may be provocative, but it is a controllable and
nonlethal action.
If deeds like burning the flag
are deemed illegal because they
offend people, then people may
be inclined to rebel against more
things, including their government, and become more insecure.
If someone cannot participate in
a harmless activity on account of
the fact that it disturbs others, then
this can be viewed as slowly belittling the concepts that the U.S. flag
represents.
-Maya Yegorova
Journalism '20
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FRO must build better relationships
Rather than focus on exposing students to resources, Freshman Seminar should help foster friendships
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The workload for the course
manages to be meaningful and informative without seeming stressful or laborious. Three short blog
posts were required throughout
the semester to document our participation in enrichment activities
in three different areas: academics,
career planning and student life.
The blog posts encouraged students to find ways to get involved
on campus and explore opportunities to engage with the Baruch
community.
The largest assignment was the
preparation of a short monologue
to be delivered, with varying degrees of theatrics, to the seminar
class. Then, every student voted for
his or her favorite performers. The
winners in each class were asked
to perform their monologues on
stage at Baruch Voices, an annual
showcase of monologues performed by freshmen.
Baruch Voices is a near-decade
old tradition at Baruch that allows freshman students to freely
express themselves in front of an
audience of their peers. Instead of
taking place in the Multipurpose
Room like last year’s event did,
this year’s Baruch Voices was given
an upgrade: the Engelman Recital
Hall, the cavernous concert hall
located directly beneath the Newman Vertical Campus.
In class, a Freshman Seminar
peer mentor works to instill important character traits and personal
qualities, such as leadership and
mindfulness, in his or her students
through a series of discussions,
lectures and interactive activities.
Interestingly enough, the Freshman Seminar handbook we were
handed contained at least one coloring book mandala and guided

meditation session.
The most memorable activity in
the course was a game that tested
students’ time management skills.
The classroom was divided into
teams, each team had to complete
as many tasks as possible off of a
list in the several minutes allotted.
Some individual tasks, such as having your team emulate the sounds
of a rainforest a cappella, were
designed to take several seconds.
Other tasks, such as getting every
person in the room to sign a single
piece of paper, were designed to
take several minutes, if not longer.
The game was constructed so that
the team that completes the most
tasks in the allotted time, in other
words, the team with the best time
management skills, wins.
It is ironic, then, that time management is where I feel that Freshman Seminar mostly falls short.
The 75-minute long meetings on a
weekly basis sometimes made the
seminar feel gruelingly long.
One lesson on discourse
communities explored how language use should differ when
communicating with a professor
and with a friend. Discussing respectful language is undeniably
important because, as Voltaire reminds us, “common sense is not so
common.”
Many students, however, feel
that 75 minutes devoted to discourse communities is an ineffective use of time. Diana Shishkina,
a freshman, felt that such discussions were drawn-out and were
made “unnecessarily long just to
fill up time.”
Another freshman, Joseph Gofman, claimed that the lecture format of his Freshman Seminar section made information “difficult to
retain.” Sitting through a presentation on the varying degree types

that Baruch offers or Starr Career
Development Services resources
caused the information to go in
through one ear and out through
the other. A number of the services
that were covered in the presentations, Gofman noted, are not pertinent to freshmen.
Shishkina’s most prevalent
complaint was that there were
not enough opportunities to
“bond with, and get to know other
people.”
The icebreaker activities with
our Freshman Seminar sections
during the student orientation
in June introduced me to a number of the closest friends I made
this semester. Indeed, everyone I
met that day had been extremely
friendly.
Nonetheless, the Baruch student archetype persists: commuters begin their journeys home immediately after finishing classes
for the day. Getting to know fellow
Bearcats can then prove to be a
daunting task.
Though it attempts to encourage students to seek out engagement activities around Baruch,
Freshman Seminar misses the opportunity to develop serious camaraderie among its students. “Getting-to-know-you” activities cease
after the first week of the semester,
beyond which weekly lessons take
over the calendar.
In retrospect, it definitely did
not feel as though Freshman Seminar was very helpful while it was in
session, but it is impossible to deny
that the class helped me acclimate to college. Despite its quirks,
Freshman Seminar succeeds in acclimating its students to the complex ecosystem at Baruch.
-Samuel Liff
Philosophy '20

Fake news cuts down
on political discourse

W

hether fake news played
a role in the outcome of
the recent presidential
election or not, it is harmful nonetheless. Fake news is regarded as
content produced by websites
whose prime purpose is to troll
social media platforms and search
engines for profit.
Since fake news titles are mixed
in search engine results with real,
actual news, at the time of the election it seems highly likely that fake
news sites contributed highly toward swaying supporters for both
candidates.
A fictitious story posted on The
Denver Guardian, a fictional news
outlet, read, “FBI Agent Suspected
in Hillary Email Leaks Found Dead
in Apparent Murder-Suicide.” This
story was reported to have received more than 500,000 shares
on Facebook.
“Pope Francis Shocks World,
Endorses Donald Trump for President, Releases Statement” was
also inaccurate and false. WTOE
5 News, a fake news website that
reeled in more than 100,000 shares
on social media, incorrectly and
misleadingly portrayed the news
as truth.
A copycat version of that same
story got published on Ending the
Fed, a site fixated on exposing the
fraud of the Federal Reserve System. That post received more than
900,000 shares on Facebook.
Websites distributing fake news
became especially disastrous during this election season. According to The Washington Post, a fake
news share related to the Trump
campaign could earn a fortunate
hoaxer around $10,000 in revenue.
This money can then be invested
into more advertising services so
that the campaign can continue

to make a profit by getting its fake
news stories heard.
Paul Horner, notorious fake
news writer known for convincing the internet twice that he was
the British graffiti artist Banksy,
feels that Trump was elected because of him, he said to The Washington Post.
The Trump campaign was also
sharing these fake news stories
as if they were factual. This proved
to be extremely troublesome since
it created a greater incentive for
fake news writers like Horner to
keep targeting the campaign’s
audience.
In March, Donald Trump’s son
Eric Trump and his then-campaign manager, Corey Lewandowski, tweeted links to one of
Horner’s faux-articles. Events like
this are disheartening predicaments that inspire negative and
baseless political discourse.
These fake news stories are
anything but a joke since they play
a major role in affecting important
decisions. Facebook and Google
have come under fire for allowing
fake news to dominate their respective site.
When the problem was first addressed by Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg, he said that Facebook
was a technological innovation,
not a media company. He did not
want Facebook to be responsible
for media circulation. Zuckerberg’s stance on the issue later
changed and he decided to censor
fake news by limiting its advertising revenue. Google has similarly
decided to create a new policy that
extends a ban on misrepresentative content.
-Stephanie Edwards
English '18

Obama establishes legacy Inconsistent ideas show incompetence
Obamacare and the Iran deal has left Obama with a positive legacy

President-elect Donald Trump is an inadequate candidate because his platform has seen ﬂuctuations

E

T

ight years ago, charismatic
and inspiring Sen. Barack
Obama inherited an unemployment rate of 10 percent, which
shredded 800,000 jobs per month.
During his battle with the national
debt and unemployment, he captured the hearts of millions of U.S.
citizens who were yearning for
change. Now that his term in office is coming to an end, his legacy
must be examined.
Past presidents have all failed
in establishing a national healthcare system, but Obama succeeded. With the Affordable Care Act,
Obama demonstrated his belief
that healthcare is a right, laying
out the foundation for universal
healthcare.
Obama achieved a lot more
on the domestic front in addition to establishing the necessary
foundation. The Dodd-Frank Act
was the first major crackdown on
Wall Street’s power in a generation. He enacted bold regulations
to curb emissions of greenhouses
gases and combat climate change.
Through executive action he has
protected nearly 6 million undocumented immigrants from deportation. He ended the ban on gay
and lesbian service in the military.
Obama’s biggest foreign policy
success has been the Iran nuclear
deal. Under this deal, Iran must
give up 97 percent of its enriched
uranium. Iran is only allowed to
enrich its remaining uranium up
to 3.67 percent. To put this into
perspective, medical researchgrade uranium is enriched to 20
percent and weapons-grade uranium is enriched to 90 percent.
Other equally important successes are the Paris Climate Deal,
attempting to come to a rapprochement with Cuba and eliminating Osama bin Laden. Obama

called for operation Neptune
Spear, which specifically targeted
and killed bin Laden, the leader of
al-Qaida and the mastermind behind the 9/11 attacks.
His extensive use of drones,
however, has eliminated several
key members of al-Qaida, but collateral damage has left innocent
civilians dead. His biggest failure,
however, was failing to negotiate with former president of Iraq
Nouri al-Maliki, which helped fuel
the rise of the Islamic State in Iraq.
Domestically, Obama has had
failures as well. Obamacare needs
revisions. He also failed to create the political change he promised in 2008 and failed to usher in
a new era of public enthusiasm
for the Democratic Party and the
government.
President Obama will be remembered as one of the most
consequential presidents in recent
U.S. history. In the past eight years,
he has completely transformed
the healthcare system in the United States, passed tough reforms
on Wall Street, appointed two of
the four women to ever serve in
the Supreme Court, put in place
the toughest climate regulations in
the nation’s history and reached a
peaceful settlement with Iran over
its nuclear program. No matter
what one’s political views are, it is
impossible to deny the magnitude
of these deals. The Obama Administration was also scandal-free—
he and his wife are exemplars of
elegance and integrity.
History will look kindly on
Obama as his presidency was active and accomplished. Obama
has maintained hope, which has
forever changed this nation.
-Davon Singh
Digital Marketing '18

hroughout his highly controversial campaign, presidentelect Donald Trump has
made many contradictory claims
and offered shaky stances on a variety of subjects. However, following his win, the soon-to-be president went back and revised a lot
of his statements, a move that may
have secured his election.
As a person, he is allowed to
change his stance on any subject. As a presidential candidate,
however, his fluctuating stances
give the image of an uninformed
and unprepared man who makes
strongly opinionated claims without fully educating himself on the
topics of which he speaks.
It is alarming to watch Trump
change his opinion on his own
statements within hours of having first made them. A president
should be firm in his decisions and
fully informed on the position he
wants to take on any issue. A president who claims to support one
decision, but changes his mind
within days will never accomplish
anything.
Trump was originally pro-abortion, but during his campaign his
stance shifted to anti-abortion.
Then Trump said that women
should face “some form of punishment” for undergoing the procedure, if abortion does become
illegal. Following negative backlash, Trump revised his statement
again, saying that the doctors who
perform abortions should be the
ones punished. This statement is
cause for alarm—women should
not be punished for anything that
they choose to do with their bodies, neither should the doctors who
help them in times of need.
In February 2016, Trump presented himself as pro-torture. He
wanted to bring back waterboard-

ing and stronger methods of interrogation. Thankfully, last month
the president-elect completely
changed his stance on the topic.
In an interview with The New York
Times, he indicated that torture
would not bring about any desired
results. This change of stance is
welcomed, since his previous idea
was to bring back an inhumane
and outdated method of punishment, but his constant fluctuation
in ideas still stands.
One key point that convinced
Trump supporters to vote for him
was his strong stance on immigration. Trump steadfastly claimed he
was going to build a wall along the
southern border to prevent illegal
entrance into the United States
from Mexico.
He also said that he would deport around 11 million undocumented immigrants who are currently living in the United States.
Trump’s stance then changed
when he said that his views on
immigration are actually far more
flexible than people are convinced.
He also let on that he was open to
negotiation about the height of the
wall. Now, Trump is saying that he
would be open to putting up fencing along some parts of the southern border instead of a wall.
These changes in stances and
policy allude to the idea that
Trump is a master schemer who
simply intended to gain popularity
and win the election. This, however, is not the case. Trump is not
smart enough to have schemed his
way into the presidency. Rather, a
blatant lack of preparation on the
part of the president-elect may be
responsible.
Trump has not done enough research on the topics that he is now
expected to understand wholly,
bringing many doubts as to how

he will lead the country without
a working knowledge of its many
issues.
In an interview with CNN in October, Trump mistook Afghanistan
with Iraq, labeling Afghanistan as
a “terrible mistake” when he
meant to say Iraq. He then retracted his statement saying that he
was originally speaking about Iraq,
despite the CNN anchor making it
clear that he was talking about Afghanistan.
Other topics that Trump was
seen flip-flopping on were gun
control laws, a Muslim ban, his
views on Hillary Clinton and
his ideas about the electoral college. He either supported or did
not support all of these at one
point, only to change his views in
later weeks.
This lack of steady ideas and
the continuous tweaking of his
statements is a warning for Trump
to think more carefully before he
speaks or posts anything online. It
is also an indication that he needs
to fully learn the topics about
which he is speaking. A president
who cannot even agree with himself will not make a president who
can accomplish anything.
Hopefully, throughout the
years of his presidency, Trump will
revise many of the ideas and stances that have been harmful to the
people of this country, while solidifying his ideas on existing topics so as not to perpetually change
his views. As unwanted as a Trump
presidency is, the best we can hope
for at the moment is a president
who has solid ideas people can argue against, instead of a president
who spends his time contradicting
and arguing with himself.
-Angel Torres
Actuarial Science '18
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Business
OPEC member countries cut oil output for first time in 8 years
BY PAUL JOH AND OMER SEMAN
BUSINESS EDITOR AND SENIOR STAFF WRITER

In a tentative agreement, the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries has decided to
cut oil production by 1.2 million
barrels per day in an attempt to
raise crude prices. The deal comes
at a crucial time for OPEC members, who have been steadily increasing production over the last
two years and are now reaching
their maximum capacity.
The crux of the negotiations
hinged on Iran bargaining for exemption as the country continues
to recover from economic sanctions. Iran’s OPEC governor Hossein Kazempour Ardebili insisted
on expanding production to near
pre-sanction levels of 4 million
barrels per day, according to
CNNMoney. Saudi Arabia, a longtime geopolitical adversary of Iran
and the cartel’s largest supplier, is
now expected to endure the biggest
slash to production of the 13 member nations.
Libya and Nigeria also pleaded
to be spared from the agreement
due to diminished supplies resulting from domestic conflicts.
Iraq cited a need to fund the fight
against Islamic State as its reason for exemption, according to
Bloomberg.
Indonesia, which had rejoined
OPEC in January after becoming
a net oil importer, suspended its
membership again after failing to
meet the cartel’s production cuts.
With OPEC’s only East Asian member out of the picture, Iran will
set its production cap to 3.79 mil-
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Following the OPEC announcement to cut production, oil prices surged 4 percent with Brent crude reaching a 16-month high.
lion barrels per day, which is still
123,000 less than what the country
reported to OPEC in its October
meeting in Algiers.
In an interview with Oil & Gas
360, Art Hogan, the director of research and chief market strategist
at Wunderlich, a full-service investment firm, stated, “Saudi Arabia
will probably shoulder the bulk of
the burden, but the rest of OPEC
will be producing at levels similar
to where they are now, except for
maybe Iraq. But if there’s cheating, I suspect that it’s going to come
from non-OPEC countries that
say they’re complying and are just
along for the ride.”
Before agreeing to the deal,
Saudi Arabia sought the cooperation of non-OPEC oil producers
such as Russia and Canada, but the

International Energy Agency projects an increase in output by the
most influential non-OPEC members, according to CNBC . Though
Russia agreed to cut production by
300,000 barrels a day, the government’s interwoven relationship
with the country’s major oil companies would make potential cuts
intolerable. Nonetheless, OPEC
believes that it can secure an additional 600,000 barrels per day of
cuts from its non-OPEC partners.
Markets reacted positively to the
news as the price of Brent crude oil
soared 4 percent, reaching $53 per
barrel the next day. Crude dipped
as low as $28 per barrel in January
as an oil glut suppressed prices,
hurting suppliers but benefiting
consumers at the pump.
Despite the spike, speculators

remain skeptical of certain OPEC
members and their ability to honor
the terms of the agreement. Prices
dropped as a result of lingering
doubts surrounding the fragile
agreement. Both Russia and OPEC
announced record production and
U.S. shale oil producers threatened
to flood the market.
Increases in U.S. offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico is set to
hit a record high in 2017, according
to the U.S. Energy Information Administration. This enthusiasm for
drilling helped create a global oversupply of oil and caused the sharp
decline in its value per barrel.
President-elect Donald Trump
is expected to deregulate the oil
industry and encourage higher
output, potentially negating the
effects of OPEC’s deal. U.S. drill-

ers currently have the capacity to
double their production, according
to Continental Resources CEO Harold Hamm. Tapping into their supply now would make crude prices
plunge once more.
Following the OPEC agreement,
the U.S. Senate unanimously voted
to extend the Iran Sanctions Act for
another decade. This move will further ensure Iran’s compliance with
the recent international nuclear
accord, which was set last year.
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, who has been under fire by
many of his opponents in Iran
since his government negotiated
the deal, described the extension as
a “violation” of the current nuclear
agreement.
The sanctions, which were first
set in 1996, have largely targeted
Iran’s banking, energy and military sectors. These sanctions have
forced the country to work with
the United States and other major
countries to establish deals such as
the nuclear accord.
With a new measure set to take
place, the United States will have
the right to re-impose the sanctions
if Iran fails to follow its obligations.
Many of the sanctions were lifted
earlier this year when the United
Nations verified that Iran was
conforming to the terms of the
agreement.
Under the new OPEC deal,
Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil
producer, will cut output by 486,000
barrels per day to 10.058 million a
day. Iraq, OPEC’s second largest
producer, will slash production by
210,000 barrels per day from October levels.

Pressure builds up in EU following Italy’s shocking referendum loss
BY KHOJINUR USMONOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a defeat in a constitutional
reform referendum, Italian Prime
Minster Matteo Renzi has resigned
as he previously promised in case
of a “no” vote to the constitutional
revision plan. This referendum was
meant to strengthen Renzi’s hand
by stripping the Senate of its many
legislative powers and speeding up
the decision-making process.
With 59.1 percent of the votes
being “no,” an anti-establishment
political force took control once
again, following the example of
the Brexit referendum and Donald
Trump’s election. Renzi, a centrist,
was accused of failing to restart the
country’s flagging economy, which
has barely grown since adopting
the euro in 1999.
The referendum raises questions about Italy’s ability to work
efficiently. Since 1946, Italy has had
41 different prime ministers and
has gone through repeated political turmoils.
In response to the referendum,
Brexit campaign leader Nigel Farage, who is also a vocal supporter of
Donald Trump, tweeted, “This vote
looks to me to be more about the
euro than constitutional change.”
Parallel to Brexit and Trump’s
victory, the Italian referendum
showed voters the rhetoric of populist parties like the Five Star Movement, which campaigned against
the constitutional reforms.
Renzi’s collapse comes after
the defeat of a far-right candidate
in Austria. It is a blow to the wave
of anti-establishment anger across
the western countries. Norbert
Hofer, a far-right candidate from
the Freedom Party of Austria, lost
by seven points to independent
candidate Alexander Van der Bellen. While the far-right may have

lost this election, the rise of populism is gaining the support of the
Freedom Party for the next national
election in Austria, set to be held
before spring 2018.
Matteo Salvini, the leader of
Italy’s far-right Northern League,
tweeted, “Viva Trump, viva Putin,
viva la Le Pen e viva la Lega!” which
translates to “Long live Trump,
long live Putin, long live Le Pen and
long live the Northern League!”
In addition to supporting the
Trump presidency, the Five Star
Movement and the Northern
League favor rougher immigration
policies. Both parties have promised to hold a referendum on Italy’s
membership in the eurozone and
renegotiate Italy’s public debt.
Markets have mostly cooled off
from the aftershocks of the Brexit
and the Italian referendum results,
but elections in several key European countries next year’s might not
make recovery easy for investors.
Renzi’s departure could lead to an
early election.
Italy is now another country on
the list of European Union members that are likely to hold a general
election in 2017, joining France,
Germany, Netherlands and the
United Kingdom.
Italy’s election would be held in
early 2017. The potential victory of
the populist party will create uncertainty about the economic prospects of the eurozone’s third biggest member state.
Italy’s banking sector, currently
with $4 trillion in assets, is suffering from low profitability, lack of
economic growth, ultra-low interest rates and a surplus of bad loans.
The FTSE Italia All-Share Banks
Sector Index is also down 51 percent over the past year. A change
in the government could mean
further delays in solutions to the
banks’ problems.
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As promised, Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi oﬃcially resigned from oﬃce on Dec. 8, after a surprising referendum defeat.
Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena — the world’s oldest and Italy’s
third largest bank — recently failed
the EU bank stress test.
The bank’s stock is down 83
percent since 2007 as bad loans
progressively increase. The bank
is now desperately looking to raise
capital and sell 28 billion euros in
bad loans.
The only solution Italy has at
this moment is to “rely on the EU
to provide more fiscal rescue packages, to prevent Monte Dei Paschi
from becoming insolvent,” said
Kenneth Tjonasam, the director of
portfolio management at Baruch’s
student-run fund, Investment
Management Group.
Italy’s debt as a percentage of

its gross domestic product stands
at 133 percent, second only to
Greece’s 183 percent. Unlike
Greece, Italy is so-called “too big
to fail,” as it is also the world’s third
largest government market.
The French vote is also crucial.
National Front Leader Marine Le
Pen called Brexit a “victory for
freedom,” and her party is leading
strongly in the polls. The two-step
election for Europe’s second largest
economy is scheduled for April 23
and May 7, 2017.
Even if the Five Star Movement
and the Northern League win the
election, they still have to hold a
referendum on Italy’s membership
in the eurozone and actually win
it. If they do, “Italexit” and “Frexit”

could be enough to destroy the entire currency bloc.
Around the same time, British
Prime Minister Theresa May is expected to invoke Article 50, which
will trigger a two-year countdown
to Britain’s official exit from the European Union.
Even if the euro-skeptic parties
fail to gain power, anti-establishment sentiments in the country will
not go away.
“The Italy referendum ‘no’ vote
is only a small speed bump to the
ideal of a far-right movement that’s
taking place across northern EU
countries. The time frame to restore
the Italians to path of stability, both
politically and financially is uncertain,” Tjonasam added.
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RBS shares fall after failed stress test
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

The Royal Bank of Scotland has
failed the Bank of England’s annual stress test, which measures a
bank’s ability to endure financial
crises, such as recessions.
Ordinarily, the BOE uses this
test to identify any weaknesses in
a major bank’s system. The uncovered issues point to Britain’s
lingering inability to fully bounce
back from the 2008 global recession, according to an article from
The New York Times. The weaknesses may have also arisen due
to Britain’s pullback from the European Union, the result of an unexpected popular vote that has created global shockwaves.
The victory of President-elect
Donald Trump in the U.S. election
similarly sent global prices soaring, which, financial experts speculate, may have also contributed to
the stability issues that RBS is currently facing. Despite these offsets,
majority of the United Kingdom’s
banking systems are in good condition and are expected to weather
through any financial difficulty
that lasts up to five years. Half a
decade was the standard by which
the stress tests were given, since an
economic crisis will typically last
up to five years.
“The annual tests measure the
health of seven lenders—RBS,
Barclays, Standard Chartered,
HSBC Holdings PLC, Lloyds Banking Group PLC, Santander U.K.
and Nationwide Building Society.
The scenarios change each year
and provide a road map for British banks’ capital plans, including
their ability to pay dividends. They
are watched by analysts and investors, but so far haven’t taken on
the significance of similar annual
tests of big banks by the Federal
Reserve,” an article from The Wall
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RBS has proposed a new capital restructuring plan following its failed stress test.
Street Journal reads.
Europe is currently dominated
by low interest rates, which indicates that the probability that the
bank’s profits may decrease are
exceptionally high. In addition,
RBS may also face fines and other costs to cover due to previous
difficulties.
As per the plan mandated by
the BOE to potentially resolve the
situation at RBS, the bank must
either divest or sell off shares of
Williams and Glyn. Additionally,
RBS must now follow a revised
capital plan that mandates severe
financial cutbacks and reductions
in “risk-weighted assets” and “the
sale of loan portfolios that the
bank does not consider core to its
business.”
BOE Governor Mark Carney
has specified that the current
stress tests are used not only to
predict a bank’s response to a major financial crisis, but also to determine both the role and the preparedness of the United Kingdom
in today’s global economy.
According to an article from
The Times, “The lender, which is 73
percent owned by the British government since a bailout during the

financial crisis, announced plans
last year to dismantle its global
investment bank and to focus on
retail and corporate banking in
Britain and Ireland. The bank has
struggled to return to profitability as it faces ballooning litigation
costs from past misconduct—including potential fines by the
United States authorities related to
its sale of mortgage-backed securities—and a difficult business environment.”
RBS Chief Executive Ross McEwan indicated that the bank would
present a revised capital structure
plan early in the upcoming year.
He, along with other financial officers at the bank, predicted that the
earnings would not meet specified target goals due to the consequences that followed Brexit.
Currently, the bank is expected to add an extra $2.5 billion in
capital, but its share prices have
dwindled down 4 percent since the
stress test failure was declared. The
test has uncovered issues at other
major banks in addition to RBS,
such as Barclays and Standard
Chartered. These banks, however,
are not required to revise their
capital plans.

Starbucks CEO announces resignation
BY ALEXANDRA ZYSKIND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Starbucks shares fell over 10
percent following the announcement of the resignation of its CEO,
Howard Shultz, on Dec 1. Shultz,
who has worked for Starbucks as
CEO over the last eight years, also
served in the position between
1987 and 2000. He will be replaced
by Starbucks COO Kevin Johnson in April. The announcement
comes in the midst of Starbucks’
eight-year growth streak and has
raised concerns among the company’s shareholders.
In a recent news release, Shultz
assured Starbucks shareholders of
the company’s future viability and
expressed confidence in its future
CEO’s ability to lead.
Shultz stated, “As I focus on
Starbucks’ next wave of retail
innovation, I am delighted that
Kevin Johnson—our current president, COO, a seven-year board
member and my partner is running every facet of Starbucks business over the last two years—has
agreed to assume the duties of
Starbucks chief executive officer.
This move ideally positions Starbucks to continue profitably growing our core business around the
world into the future.”
Johnson has served on Starbucks’ board for seven years since
2009 and functioned as Starbucks’
COO for two years prior to his
current promotion to CEO, according to his biography on the
company website. Before joining
Starbucks, Johnson proved his
leadership abilities in various roles
that included working as a Microsoft executive and as the CEO of
Juniper Networks.
According to an article published by CNBC, executive analysts
further acknowledged that previ-
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Starbucks COO Kevin Johnson will take over as the company’s new CEO next April.
ous years at Starbucks, especially
those following the economic recession in 2008, required more innovative leadership. Moving forward, Starbucks may do well with
Johnson’s steady approach.
That said, doubts expressed
by shareholders about Starbucks’
continued profitability without
Shultz in the executive position
are understandable given that
Starbucks has flourished under
Shultz’s leadership as CEO. According to an article published
by Motley Fool, since Shultz’s return to Starbucks as CEO on Jan.
8, 2008, Starbucks’ stocks have
totaled returns at a rate of 587
percent. Starbuck’s overall market capitalization has increased
six-fold to its current value of over
$83 billion.
Throughout his time working
for Starbucks, Shultz has shown
a unique ability to generate company value and to navigate social
structures—an ability that some
speculate may translate into a

more political role for Shultz in the
future. This was evident not only in
Shultz’s ability to raise Starbucks’
stock values to the aforementioned
numbers, but also in his ability to
guide the company through even
trickier international ventures.
For example, his successful expansion into countries like China,
where navigating financial and
cultural realities can be difficult for
companies that are used to American norms.
Despite Shultz’ resignation, he
will continue to work with Starbucks as the company undergoes
transfer of executive power. According to reports by several media outlets, Shultz will remain as
chairman of the board and will
also continue to guide Starbucks
in other capacities and areas, such
as retail innovation and social
impact.
As of now, however, it is unknown how much longer Shultz
will stay with the company past his
resignation as CEO in April.
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Arts & Style
The Rolling Stones revive roots with album Blue & Lonesome
BY LUIS LUCERO
STAFF WRITER

It is not very often that a band
continuously remains relevant and
in the public eye for an overly extended period of time. British long
runners the Rolling Stones have
weathered 50 plus years of lineup
changes, ever-changing music
tastes with the record-buying public and often incredibly turbulent
inner band relations.
After 11 years, the longest gap
in between studio albums in the
history of the Rolling Stones, the
band has returned with a brand
new record, Blue & Lonesome. It is
the 25th U.S. and 23rd in England
studio album in the Stones’ catalog
and the fourth to feature the band
as a quartet. But compared to recent releases from the band, this
new disc sees the band go all the
way back to its roots literally and
figuratively.
For the first time since 1965’s
Out of Our Heads, cover songs
make up a bulk of the track listing.
Also for the first time ever in the
band’s history, there are no original compositions from lead singer
Mick Jagger and guitarist Keith
Richards.
Living up to the name, there are
nothing but blues covers from front
to back.
Given that the band, Richards
above all, drew both the band’s
sound and even its name from the
great blues musicians of the past, a
full-blown return to the blues was
bound to happen. One could even
say that this is the swan song of the
Rolling Stones as a whole.
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Blue & Lonesome, which released on Dec. 2, is the Rolling Stones’ ﬁrst album to completely comprise of cover songs.
Blues rock in general has always
remained prevalent in the music
world in some way or another. After the days of the Stones, Led Zeppelin and Cream brought a bluesinspired rock sound to the mainstream. The trend is continued with
newer acts like Joe Bonamassa,
Gary Clark Jr. and Rival Sons, albeit with a modern twist that fuses
it with elements of alternative rock
and even modern hip hop.
While the Rolling Stones’ traditional approach to the blues may
seem old by 2016 standards, one
has to remember that the band
came from an era when blues was
considered a niche musical genre

in both the United States and
England.
From the first track to the very
last, the album gives off a very lowend vibe in both its performances
and production. According to the
band, it was recorded in only three
days, an all-time record for the
Rolling Stones. A lot of the songs
come off less like a meticulously
rehearsed performance and more
like a long on the fly jam session
that the producers recorded in its
entirety before selecting the best
covers for the album.
All of the bells and whistles of
previous albums like the deviations
to trending sounds and slow bal-

Childish Gambino’s third studio album
represents biggest musical risk to date
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Donald Glover has always been
difficult to pin down. From his
stand-up comedy to his major role
on the television show Community
and his latest work producing and
starring in his partially autobiographical television show Atlanta,
Glover has spread his reach across
all corners of pop culture.
Glover’s forays into the world
of music under the stage name
of Childish Gambino only add to
this chameleon mystique. On his
newest album “Awaken, My Love!”
Gambino sheds his brash rapper
persona once and for all, instead
paying homage to psychedelic soul
and funk.
The album, released on Dec.
2, represents Gambino’s biggest
musical risk to date and pays dividends over soaring guitar riffs and
Gambino’s funk falsetto.
As a rapper, Gambino is usually
all style and no substance, crafting flows and wordplay without an
emotional center to hone in all of
his energy.
He garnered criticism for his
ham-fisted punchlines and lack
of direction in his 2011 freshmanouting Camp and then again in
2013’s Because the Internet, pingponging between witty lyrics and
bon mots like “Yeah, you got some
silverware/but really, are you eating, though?”
However, it was Gambino’s
singing on these albums that
granted him praise from critics,
with Because the Internet’s “III.
Telegraph Ave.” and “III. Urn,” getting special recognition among the
album’s tracks. This may explain
why Gambino has abandoned rap
entirely for “Awaken, My Love!”

Instead, he croons across 11
songs, showing an impressive
range for someone better known
for flows than high notes and
showing off impressive knowledge
of the 1970’s funk greats.
The stand-out track on the album is its first single, “Me and
Your Mama.” There is a grandness
to the song’s production, with the
tinkling notes of a music box sliding into a dirty electric guitar riff
and the rapture of a gospel choir.
“This is the end of us!” Gambino
wails through the wall of sound,
striking a powerful chord that resonates with the listener in a way
that a lot of his music fails to do.
Through the haze, Gambino lures
his audience into his pain and with
it sets up the rest of the album’s
dreamy mood.
The album’s production aids
greatly to maintaining that emotional resonance with the listener.
Gambino takes pages from the
playbooks of psychedelic funk and
soul with tracks like “Redbone,”
bringing the slow jam into the
modern era with measured drums
and the careful interspersing of
piano notes.
“Boogieman” modulates Gambino’s voice into a ghostly shriek
as he melds with tambourines and
cosmic guitars, while “Have Some
Love” utilizes a chorus of voices
to echo the call and response
featured in 1960s and 1970s rock.
Ghostly moans, claps and snaps
are featured throughout the album
to further recall music from those
eras.
One of the weakest points of
the album—strangely enough for
Gambino—is the lyricism. Instead
of puns, his biggest indulgence
on “Awaken, My Love!” is his lyrical vagueness and penchant for

cliches. The message of weaker
songs like “Zombies,” for instance,
is undercut by the lack of lyrical
focus. A jam about people who
leech off Gambino’s fame and
money, “Zombies” is bogged down
with cheesy and heavy-handed
wordplay.
“All I see is zombies,” sings
Gambino, explaining that “they
can smell your money/and they
want your soul,” as if it were unclear to the listener. This effect is
doubled when a chorus of feminine voices chimes in behind him:
“We’re eating you for profit/there’s
just no way to stop it.”
Other songs also suffer from
this issue, but none the more blatant than the weakest song on the
album, “California.” “She wants
to move to California,” Gambino
sings, “She must have … lost her
mind.” The sparse song is not
helped by its complete sonic dissonance from the rest of the album,
moving away from cosmic funk
and into a breezy riff that recalls
Caribbean sunsets more than Sly
and the Family Stone. Gambino’s
fake patois accent also does little
for the song.
Though “Awaken, My Love!”
suffers lyrically in places, Gambino’s continued push to grow
and expand his musical horizon
is something that pays off throughout the album. While it is currently
unclear whether Gambino has
quit rapping forever or has merely taken a short sabbatical from
the game, his latest effort stands
as a testament to his creativity and
his refusal to fit under one simple
label.
Like with his comedy and television career, Glover deftly defies
definition and it will be interesting
to see what hat he will try on next.

lads have been discarded entirely.
The band is just putting its legacy
behind it for a fleeting moment
to pay tribute to the very acts that
contributed to its initial success on
both sides of the Atlantic.
Classic R&B artists like Chester “Howlin’ Wolf” Burnett, Buddy
Johnson and Willie Dixon are all
represented on the record. The
Rolling Stones’ renditions of their
songs are just as raw and gritty as
one could imagine them being. Jagger’s vocals and harmonica playing
brings the sexual tension and ferocity that defined him as one of
England’s greatest blues singers.
The guitar playing of Richards

and Ron Wood is just as aggressive
and emotional as it has ever been,
with the latter doing his own thing
while simultaneously respecting the legacies of both the blues
men and the late founding Rolling
Stones guitarist Brian Jones.
Long runner Charlie Watts on
drums still provides the simple yet
effective beat that drives the band’s
R&B sound.
In lieu of original bass guitarist
Bill Wyman and late pianist and
organist Ian Stewart, their replacements—Darryl Jones, Matt Clifford
and Chuck Leavell, respectively—
do a good job of filling in the gap
while paying tribute to their original contributions.
The biggest surprise, however,
comes in the form of guitar legend Eric Clapton. Hot off the heels
of what appears to be his swan
song album, I Still Do, Clapton appears on two tracks. He performs
slide guitar on “Everybody Knows
My Good Thing” and guitar on
the blues standard “I Can’t Quit
You Baby.”
On the latter song, Clapton’s
presence alongside Richards and
Wood helps put their version
alongside famous renditions of the
song from the likes of John Mayall
and Led Zeppelin.
Whether this album is a mere
stop gap until the next original
Rolling Stones album or a sign
that the band is gradually slowing down, Blue & Lonesome is a
very satisfying “back to their roots”
album that sees a long running
band take a look back at where it
came from and who helped it get
to the top.

Rihanna collaborates
with Puma for new line
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

Mega pop artist Rihanna has
just released a collaboration line
with Puma featuring Fenty Puma
Creeper sneakers. Already sold
out on Puma’s official website, the
shoe sports a rubber platform sole
and a suede upper, with Puma’s
classic cat logo outlined in gold on
the back of the heel.
In addition to succeeding in
many areas of the entertainment
industry, Rihanna has achieved
status as a major shoe designer after her Fenty Puma Creeper sneakers won “Shoe of the Year” at the
30th Footwear News Achievement
Awards. She wore them to the red
carpet event on Tuesday, Nov. 29.
The shoe was awarded the prize
due to its universality—it could
easily appeal to a large market that
consists of both men and women.
With the creation of this shoe, Rihanna broke ground because she
became the first woman to ever
receive this award.
Rihanna’s entrance drew great
attention. Along the way to her table, Rihanna was stopped by Cuba
Gooding Jr., who praised her latest
fashion creation. Puma’s Director
of Brand and Marketing Adam Petrick said that he felt thankful that
Rihanna decided to form an affiliation with the popular German
shoe company.
Rihanna’s collection opened
up Puma to another group of consumers and potential retailers
who stock Puma sneakers in their
stores. Rihanna was Puma’s biggest partner in years.
In order to show off and complement the sneakers, Rihanna
wore a simple all-black outfit.
She had on a baseball cap and a

black top with the word “Securite”
printed on the left side where there
would be a breast pocket.
Underneath the top, observers
made out a matching black maxi
dress. She paired the outfit with
the signature shoe of the hour, baring a single anklet to complement
the shoe’s metallic features.
Her outfit combination demonstrated the unique versatility
that the shoe possesses, which was
one of the reasons Rihanna took
home the award. Puma is a brand
known for flaunting and prioritizing comfort and simplicity.
Rihanna did not stray from this
association, though she enhanced
and contributed to the brand’s
popularity.
In addition to the particularly
groundbreaking environment that
had accepted Rihanna, the atmosphere turned political in nature
when designers had been asked to
respond to the results of the latest
election cycle.
Other prominent figures, such
as Ansel Elgort, commented on the
Dakota Access Pipeline protests in
North Dakota after handing off an
award to a designer.
Retail giants are currently selling the shoes at $140 a pair, but
most stores are sold out of the
shoe for the time being. Users and
reviewers like the shoe because it
comes in an array of colors and follows Puma’s simplistic style.
A Creepers velvet line also released this month, following the
latest velvet craze. The shoe released to the public in stores and
online on Dec. 8 in three colors.
Always pushing the boundaries
of what sneakers could be made
of, The Creeper has previously
been released in materials such as
suede and patent.
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Stone, Gosling dazzle in dreamy musical delight La La Land
REEL REVIEWS

BENJAMIN WALLIN
The year is coming to an end,
and with it, the last great films of
2016 must be tabulated. The beginning of the year saw the release of
the Coen Brothers’ Hail, Caesar!,
hearkening back to the golden age
of Hollywood. Now in December,
there is a new nostalgic film and it
is Damien Chazelle’s La La Land.
The film is the modern-day successor of Singin’ in the Rain. It is a
musical in the classical Hollywood
fashion featuring eye-popping
blue, red, green and yellow wardrobes, tap-dancing and showstopping musical numbers. It is all
filmed in glorious Cinemascope.
La La Land centers itself around
the romance of Sebastian and Mia,
played by Ryan Gosling and Emma
Stone, respectively. Sebastian is
an old soul, in love with the jazz of
Charlie Parker and Miles Davis. He
plays holiday jingles on piano in a
restaurant but he dreams of playing
the improvisational and innovative
music he loves.
Mia’s story is that of a girl who
moved to Hollywood to become an
actress and years later is still waiting for her big break. She is enamored with classic Hollywood movies like Casablanca.
A romance develops between
the two in a sweet and unassuming fashion. Mia flirts by requesting a song from the band in which
Sebastian is playing. Stone utilizes
the quirky charm she had in Easy

A, singing along to the song and
miming reactions to the words.
Later on in a movie theater, romantic tension is built not for a kiss, but
for two hands to hold. Fingers inch
toward one another and when they
begin to entwine, it is a powerful
and intimate connection.
Linus Sandgren is the cinematographer and he brings a beauty
and grace to the camera’s movements. Shots tend to be long in duration and instead of cutting, the
camera weaves in and out, gliding,
dancing and beautifully capturing
the musical numbers.
The camera uses an anamorphic lens—the Cinemascope of the
1950s and ‘60s—which makes the
center of the shot seem bigger but
curves and stretches out the edges
of the image. The use of the oldstyle lens helps in the visual expression of the film’s nostalgia.
At a movie theater showing old
films, Mia and Sebastian watch
Rebel Without a Cause featuring
James Dean.
Later, an identical shot to one
from the Dean movie appears. The
film utilizes repeated imagery like
this for comparison or contrast. A
shot of a house at night transitions
to the same shot in the day. Mia
and Sebastian look at the California
landscape from the same spot during the day and night and compare
it as such. The visual language in
the film is carefully structured and
maintained.
Recurring in the film as well
is the musical motif of the song
“City of Stars.” The song returns
throughout the film with different
meanings. It is a duet for a mutual
expression of love. It is a haunting
whistle, wistfully blown by Sebastian, alone on a boardwalk.
Musical themes of their romance recur, underlying moments
throughout the film. At the very
end, a single piano performance
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Stone, left, and Gosling, right, are drawn together by their common desire to do what they love in Chazelle’s newest movie.
packs an emotional wallop, utilizing visuals to represent the visceral
expressive power of music.
La La Land owes much to Casablanca, for the classic film’s place
in the former’s cinematic iconography, as well as for some of its plot.
Ingrid Bergman’s face appears in
posters around Los Angeles and
the recurring themes feel like the
updated “As Time Goes By.” Like
Rick and Ilsa being pulled in different directions by their responsibilities and convictions, Mia’s acting
and Sebastian’s music career come
to odds. There is emotional depth
in the film purely dependent on its
intertextuality and on the connection it has to classic Hollywood.
As the film plays out through
wistful nostalgia, there is also a modernity to it. Cell phones exist and
the iconic iPhone marimba ringtone is significant in its own way

in the film. Sebastian, meanwhile,
is struggling with the modern era’s
attitude toward jazz. He repeatedly bemoans the closing of a classic jazz club and is tempted into
abandoning his convictions for
success and popularity in contemporary music.
While Sebastian deals with this,
Mia struggles with her dreams and
the reality of being able to follow
them. She goes to casting calls and
the subtle visual gag of identical
actors auditioning arises. She feels
like the others are better-looking
and more talented than her. Mia’s
confidence gets no help from the
constant rejection and less-thankind treatment afforded her by
casting agents.
In the end, the film is emotional, magical, special and sweet.
The chemistry between Stone and
Gosling is palpable. The music

is original and wonderful. In a
fantastical moment, Stone and
Gosling dance in a planetarium,
suspended and twirling among
the stars. The throwback nature of
the film inherently grants it more
depth by tapping into the emotional wealth contained in Casablanca
and Singin’ in the Rain, as well as
in Top Hat and The Umbrellas of
Cherbourg.
La La Land is an instant classic
and truly a wonderful piece of art.
It stands out cinematically, musically and visually. It has received
well-deserved acclaim and should
do well in Oscar season.
The camera is kinetic and stylistically interesting. The characters
are dreamers to rally behind. The
music is a gem of the past brought
back into the present day. With the
conclusion of 2016, La La Land is a
great way to end the year.
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Science & Technology
Men and women found to absorb visual information differently
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

A study conducted by a team of
psychologists at the Queen Mary
University of London found that
eye-scanning motion differs from
male to female subjects, debunking the theory that assumed all
human beings follow a triangular
path when they scan faces with
their eyes.
Previous studies concluded that
when scanning someone’s face, a
person starts at the eyes and then
drops down to the mouth, with the
visual path forming an inverted triangle. Now, updated results dictate
that several factors such as emotion, personality and social context
were not taken into account, even
though these factors may profoundly alter results. For example,
if an individual who is lower in status scans the face of an individual
higher in status, he or she may not
necessarily start at the eyes due to
intimidation.
The report concludes that women and men register faces differently. To obtain these results, the
scientists largely expanded their
participant pool to reflect a significant range of both age and nationality. There was almost an equal
number of participants from both
sexes. Data from participants who
were determined to have eye irregularities were not calculated into
the final results.
The first part of the experiment
consisted of a questionnaire from
the Big Five personality inventory.
Participants were then sat down
for the eye-tracking portion of the
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Male and female subjects were found to have diﬀerent eye-scanning motions while absorbing visual information.
experiment.
Each participant was shown
a video clip of one of eight actors,
four of whom were men and four of
whom were women. In each clip,
an actor faced forward and maintained a neutral gaze. Each actor
looked first to the bottom of the
screen for a fraction of a second,
then to the participant and then
back to the bottom of the screen.
In order to evaluate each participant’s initial eye movement,

40 clips featuring one randomly
selected actor were shown. In between clips, participants refocused
by staring at a gray background
with a black cross etched into the
middle. Then participants were
asked to evaluate the actors’ faces
for signs of attractiveness, dominance, threat and trustworthiness.
The results identified that women have a greater inclination to
explore a wider facial area while
men tend to focus on a specific

Periodic table gains four new elements
BY RHODA AGYEPONG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The International Union of Pure
and Applied Chemistry approved
the names and symbols of four
new elements: Moscovium, Nihonium, Oganesson and Tennessine.
These elements were submitted
for review four years ago and have
gone under strict testing to establish characterization and assignment properties that prove the new
elements to be unique from existing elements.
Nihonium, a super metal located on the right side of the periodic
table under Thallium, was first
detected in experiments in 2004
and 2005. In 2013, after further
experimentation at RIKEN Linear
Accelerator Facility, the element
was formally discovered. Moscovium was discovered through
the bombardment of the americium-243 and calcium-48 ions
where the decay patterns were
reported to confirm the existence
of element 115. Oganesson was
first detected in 2002 after a fourmonth experiment.
Following the filing for claims
of discovery, the scientists were
invited to submit names for their
new elements to the IUPAC Inorganic Chemistry Division. Traditionally, elements are named
after a place or country, mineral,
mythological concept or scientist.
Names of elements are usually
within the established chemical
standard where suffixes are reflective of the group in which the element belongs: “ium” for elements
in groups one through 16, “ine” for
group 17 and “on” for group 18. Nihonium, element 113, was discovered and proposed by scientists at
RIKEN Nishina Center for Accelerator-Based Science.
The element was named Nihonium after the word “Nihon”

zone. Thus, female gazes are more
brief. Women also have a tendency
to look into the left eye of another
individual rather than the right. Interestingly enough, the study concluded that both men and women
are less likely to “gaze at the eyes of
a same-sex actor than of a differentsex actor.”
A final analysis concludes that
this experiment supports the evidence that women are able to perceive feelings and read faces more

Anxiety increases chance
of skin diseases in youth
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
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Moscovium, Nihonium, Oganesson and Tennessine are all new elements to the table.
which is the Japanese word for “Japan” and translates to “land rise
of the rising sun.” The proposing
teams also gave it that name in an
effort to build more faith in science
within those affected by the Fukushima nuclear disaster in 2011.
Nihonium is the first element to be
discovered in an Asian country.
Elements 115 and 117, Moscovium and Tennessine, were discovered by scientists at the Joint
Institute for Nuclear Research, an
international scientific research
organization, with scientists hailing from Russia and the United
States. Moscovium was named after the Moscow region in Russia,
which is home to the Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research.
Tennessine is named after the
state of Tennessee in homage to
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the
University of Tennessee at Knoxville and Vanderbilt University for

their achievements in research of
heavy metals. Oganesson, element
number 118, discovered by the
Joint Institute of Nuclear Research
and the Lawrence Livermore National Library, was named after
scientist Professor Yuri Oganesson
for his explorations and achievements in super heavy elements
and nuclei.
The process for naming an element consists of several steps.
After the acceptance of the claim
of discovery, the IUPAC would invite the finding parties to suggest
a name and abbreviation. Within
that six month period, other parties are allowed to participate in
the public discourse, even high
school students who wrote essays
on what they believed the name
should be and how glad they were
to be included in that discourse,
according to IUPAC President Natalia Tarasova.

accurately than men. The results
of this experiment indicate that
women may excel at interpreting
nonverbal cues. It is suggested that
if the experiment had included a
larger portion of the actors’ bodies, female participants would have
examined a greater range of areas,
which could contribute to the notion that women pick up body language better than men.
“The team observed that it was
possible to tell the gender of the
participant based on the scanning
pattern of how they looked at the
face with nearly 80 percent accuracy. Given the very large sample
size the researchers suggest this
is not due to chance,” notes the
study’s press release published on
AlphaGalileo.
In the report’s discussion, the
scientists identified how the experiment achieved optimal results due
to the techniques used. The report
reads, “We found both the gender
of the observer and of the actor to
be the most efficient variables to
separate the different recorded exploration strategies into two homogeneous subgroups.”
The results are important because they can help with developments in disorder diagnosis. Signs
of attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder and autism, for example,
may be more easily detectable with
face-processing techniques and
eye-tracking data. Additionally, individual benefits across fields like
employment and interpersonal
relationship development can surface if people are able to communicate more effectively without hearing verbal speech.

Arthritis and digestive issues
have recently been discovered to
be more prevalent in young people who have experienced depression. The discovery also showed
that the chance of contracting skin
diseases is heightened by anxiety
disorders in youth.
The study, which delves into
how physical diseases and mental disorders can occur in tandem during youth, was published
by psychologists at the University of Basel and Ruhr-University
Bochum.
The study, which appeared in
PLOS ONE, used data from a nationally representative sample
of 6,483 U.S. teenagers aged 13
to 18. The research team trained
interviewers to administer a
mental health dialogistic using
a computer-assisted version of
the World Health Organization’s
Composite International Diagnostic Interview. Additional information about the mental health of
the participants was gathered
through the adolescent’s parents
or guardians.
The participants then reported
their physical diseases and chronic conditions through self-assessment, using a checklist to list their
ailments.
After analyzing the data, psychologists found that affective disorders like depression are what the
study refers to as a “risk factor” for
arthritis and diseases of the digestive system. Meanwhile, anxiety
disorders were found to be a risk
factor for skin diseases later in life.
Disorders involving substance
abuse were found to be a protective factor for seasonal allergies.

Researchers also discovered that
epilepsy may indicate the presence of an eating disorder in teens.
These findings support similar
studies conducted on adults. In
one study, participants reported
improvements to their atopic dermatitis—more commonly referred
to as eczema—as they progressed
through treatments for their anxiety.
Data in another study revealed
that the presence of Crohn’s disease could elevate the likelihood
of further complications in depression or the presence of ulcers,
even if a subject was previously
ulcer-free.
There was a similar finding in
people with arthritis, where those
who reported improvements in
depression reported a correlation
in the reduction of their arthritis pain. There has been no study
before that has reported the existence of a connection between
substance use disorders and allergies and only a small amount
of research existing regards the
connection between epilepsy and
eating disorders.
The psychologists posit in the
study’s conclusion that these correlations may be caused by stress.
Both underlying digestive and
skin conditions can be activated
by acute and chronic stress, which
is well documented in regard to
mental disorders.
Arthritis pain, the researchers
also found, may be numbed by the
way the brain is impacted by depression and how it subsequently
processes pain.
Researchers suggest that further studies should delve deeper
into the correlation between mental and physical disorders and the
age of their onset and duration.
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How to Survive a Plague author speaks at Roosevelt House
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Parsons opened the event by
thanking the audience and mentioning how the documentary—
from which the book stemmed—
had affected him deeply. Parsons
went on further, saying that the
documentary and book were the final push that solidified his decision
to pursue a career researching HIV
and AIDS.
“There is still so much to be
done and what comes through in
both the documentary and the
book is the resilience that gay men
have. It’s a story of strength and it’s
a story of fighting and it’s a fight
that we are closer and closer to
winning,” said Parsons.
He mentioned that people who
fight against HIV and AIDS are getting closer to winning through the
medical advances made in recent
years. However, he believes that
another type of activist is needed to
help win the fight—political activists. He asserted that policies need
to be changed in order to make
treatments more readily available
to everyone.
Finally, Parsons introduced
France by describing his credentials and mentioning how he
“chronicled the AIDS crisis through
his journalism for many years.” Parsons capped off his remarks by expressing excitement about France’s
next book, which is focused around
transgender activism.
France began his speech by
expressing gratitude for an event
organized around his book and
briefly spoke about his work. He
began with an anecdote about how,
after so many years, science has finally been able to catch up to and
wrestle down the “little devil” of an
epidemic—a title he humorously
used for AIDS.
His light humor, however, was
a prelude to a much darker set of

facts: 700,000 U.S. citizens have
died from “the plague,” 100,000
of which were in New York. These
deaths all took place before 1996,
when medical development finally made it possible for a patient
to survive AIDS. France focused
greatly on why these people died,
placing a large amount of blame on
the “dogmatic malice that kept research from being undertaken and
that kept the American public blind
to the suffering and the epidemic.”
With so many deaths taking
place, he pondered why there was
no political movement to declare
a state of emergency, saying that
it was only through immense activism that the United States was
forced to acknowledge that something grave was happening.
Even with political acknowledgement of the existence of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, France reminded the audience that epidemic is not taught about extensively in
schools, save for a few exceptions.
Even today, lack of education is
the largest contributing factor as to
why this epidemic still exists in our
society, he claimed.
France used this to move into
talking about his book. In the early
stages of his project, no publishing
house was interested in publishing a book about AIDS. They all responded to his proposal by saying
that, “AIDS was an old story and
one that was definitively told. No
reader would be interested.” With
this in mind, France went back and
started looking at video footage to
see if he could put together a documentary to detail what had been
happening during the years that
AIDS ran rampant across the United States. While looking for material, France mentioned how he accumulated over 800 hours of archival
footage, or “found footage.”
At this point, France played a
clip from his documentary to give
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How to Survive a Plague: The Inside Story of How Citizens and Science Tamed AIDS details the HIV and AIDS epidemic.
the audience an idea of the origins
of his book.
The documentary detailed the
activist efforts of Treatment Action
Group and AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power. Both groups worked
toward getting the U.S. government and medical organizations
to acknowledge AIDS and work on
medication to halt or slow down
its effects. TAG and ACT UP also
wanted these drugs approved by
the Food and Drug Administration
in an expedited fashion, instead of
in the seven to 10 years that it usually takes.
The effects of AIDS, as detailed

by France’s documentary and
book, were acutely visible in people
that the epidemic affected. Effects
of the disease on patients include
sunken eyes, weight loss and loss of
strength. When their bodies could
not handle the virus anymore, they
would pass away. HIV and AIDS
weakens the immune system of
people who contract it, making it
far easier for patients to become
severely ill.
As they were without a structure
to treat or prevent it, the years before activists were taken seriously
were rough for anyone who came
into contact with the disease. As

France’s documentary mentions,
many people relied on imported
drugs that could potentially slow
down the virus, which were usually
not FDA approved.
France also read an excerpt from
his book, which is a more detailed
expansion of the documentary. After reading the final line of the excerpt, France opened the floor to
questions. Almost everyone who
spoke began with a thanks to France
for his work with HIV and AIDS.
The event concluded with a reception where France signed copies of his books and answered any
more questions attendees had.
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Sports
Lady Bearcats pick up three straight, put season back on track
BY OMER SEMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch College’s women’s basketball team stormed into the Athletics and Recreation Center for its
first home game of the season fresh
off of two dominant performances
against City College of New York
and York College. The Bearcats
boasted an undefeated CUNYAC
record entering their match versus
New Jersey City University. During player introductions, senior
guard Veronica Ganzi received
a commemorative basketball in
honor of surpassing 1,000 career
points. With friends and family in
the stands, the Lady Bearcats took
to the hardwood, eyeing their third
win in a row.
Baruch played in a 2-3 zone defense to start the game—Daniela
Arias and Kristen Podlovits guarded the perimeter as Shannon Barrett, Ganzi and Jacqueline Kennedy
patrolled the baseline and wings.
This formation stymied the Gothic
Knights of NJCU throughout the
match. Not only did the Bearcats
efficiently rotate on defense to contest shots, Arias and Podlovits had a
total of 10 combined steals as they
displayed sharp instincts and quick
hands. Only the smoothest bounce
passes were able to slip through the
horde of defenders, but even then
Ganzi was in on the clean-up.
Kennedy, listed as the team’s
only center, dominated NJCU’s
paint early and often. She utilized
a hard dribble and pivot in the restricted area for a layup, finished
fast breaks with authority and
battled for rebounds. The Gothic
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The women’s basketball team shook oﬀ a rough start to the season with their third straight win, a blowout against NJCU.
Knights started to use a full-court
press after falling behind 15-4, but
the Bearcats kept their composure
and advanced the ball across halfcourt with ease. The visitors found
success when Tiana Hill curled
around Baruch’s defense along
the baseline and pulled up for a
3-pointer from the corner. On their
next possession the Gothic Knights
ran the same play, but Hill instead
swung the ball around to Kiana
Briggs and hit the three.
With the deficit cut to single digits, the Gothic Knights attempted
ball screens and worked the low
post to get a better position on offense, but the Bearcats remained
alert and communicated well to
hold firm. On the other end, Baruch’s relentless surge forced its

desperate opponents to resort to a
man-to-man defense. The Bearcats
answered with feint screens and
aggressive dribble-drive penetration that frustrated the defense
further. Podlovits in particular took
advantage of the confusion as she
launched outlet passes ahead to
wide-open teammates in addition
to repeated attacks at the rim.
As their lead grew, some passes
became more ambitious, leading to
turnovers and short possessions.
Nonetheless, Kennedy maintained
her gritty attitude as she took a
charge near the rim. Barrett commanded the glass and consistently
drew fouls, collecting 12 rebounds
to go along with her 12 points for
her third double-double of the season and second in a row. Podlovits’

vision and steady handles allowed
her to lead the team in transition
and put the ball in advantageous
positions. The second quarter ended in a flurry of baskets for both
sides but Baruch entered the locker
room comfortably ahead 41-26.
The second half was much of
the same for Baruch. Even though
the Gothic Knights outrebounded
the Bearcats 48 to 38 and scored
10 more second chance points,
they never pulled within two possessions. Baruch coerced 32 turnovers for 33 points and limited New
Jersey City to 29 percent shooting
from the field. The Bearcats committed to running their set plays
and never let off the gas pedal
well into the fourth quarter. All
five starters scored in the double-

digits with Ganzi’s 27 points leading the pack. Kennedy ended with
21 points and eight rebounds and
Podlovits contributed all-around
with 12 points, five assists, six steals
and two blocks.
The Bearcats steamrolled the
Knights as they compiled a seasonhigh 88 points. In the offseason,
the NCAA levied a postseason ban
for the 2016-17 season because
the former women’s head coach
was found guilty of relegating improper benefits to student-athletes
between 2011-15. Enduring the
consequences of a previous regime’s reckless actions must be a
tough pill to swallow, but they have
persevered despite the sanctions.
The Bearcats have improved their
scoring total in three consecutive
games and seem to have put early
season woes in the rearview mirror. With the brunt of their CUNYAC schedule rapidly approaching,
the Bearcats hope to remain vigilant and are determine to power
through any obstacles.
Looking ahead, the Lady
Bearcats are gearing up for a slew
of CUNYAC matchups as soon as
the ball drops in 2017. Baruch is
scheduled for six straight in-conference matchups, beginning Jan.
4 when it takes on the College of
Staten Island on the road. Even
before that, the team faces a tough
Rutgers team.
Baruch is currently 3-4, on the
heels of a strong turnaround to a
tough season. The team continues to build confidence with more
games under its belt and it must
keep the momentum if they wish to
remain competitive come January.

Championship-bound Chapecoense faces tragic blow, Brazil mourns
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
NEWS EDITOR

The soccer world has been left
devastated following a plane crash
that killed nearly everyone on
board the aircraft, including the
majority of the Brazilian soccer
club Assosiacao Chapecoense de
Futebol.
Members of Chapecoense, an
up-and-coming soccer club that
had seen little success until recently, had taken off from Santa Cruz,
Bolivia, on LaMia Flight 2933 prior
to crashing into a series of mountains in Medellin, Colombia, on
Monday, Nov. 28.
The crash killed 71 of the 77
people that were on board, including 19 athletes, members of Chapecoense’s staff and nearly two dozen
journalists. Of the crash’s six survivors were three Chapecoense players, including one who had to have
his leg amputated due to injury.
Prior to the fatal flight, Chapecoense had defeated the Paraguayan club Cerro Porteno in the semifinals of The Copa Sudamericana,
an international tournament that
features the best of South American soccer. The team was en route
to compete against the Colombian
team Atletico Nacional in the first
leg of the finals when an electrical
failure caused the plane to crash.
In a show of sympathy and
sportsmanship, Atletico Nacional
asked that the Copa Sudamericana
title and trophy be given to Chapecoense as a way of paying tribute to
the fallen athletes. The finals were
scheduled to begin on Wednesday,
Nov. 30.
“This is a very, very sad day
for football,” said Gianni Infantino, president of FIFA in a statement made following the tragedy.
“We are so sorry to hear about the
airplane crash in Colombia, it is
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The soccer world joined Chapecoense faithfuls in mourning over the loss of life following a tragic place crash in Colombia.
shocking and tragic news. At this
difficult time our thoughts are
with the victims, their families and
friends. FIFA would like to extend
its most heartfelt condolences to
the fans of Chapecoense, the football community and media organizations concerned in Brazil.”
In response to the incident and
the sheer loss of life, Michel Temer,
Brazil’s president, enacted three
days of national mourning, promising that the Brazilian government
would stand behind the survivors
of the crash and family members
who have been affected. Soccer officials temporarily halted all games
in Brazil for seven days to begin a
period of mourning.
In a statement released by the

presidents of several Brazilian soccer clubs, they stressed the importance of support and unity going
forward. In the interest of standing
in solidarity with Chapecoense, the
presidents offered to loan players
to the team for use in the 2017 season. In addition, the presidents requested that the Confederacao SulAmericana de Futebol not relegate
Chapecoense to Serie B throughout
the next three seasons of play.
Chapecoense played in Arena
Conda, a stadium located in the
city of Chapeco in Southern Brazil.
Chapeco, a city of 210,000 known
for meat processing and other industrial enterprises, began taking
more and more pride in the team
after its rise in the last decade.

Chapecoense was disadvantaged
compared to more established and
experienced soccer clubs, having
been formed in 1973. Last year, the
team finally made its first break
into The Copa Sudamericana and
advanced through to the quarterfinals.
This year, the team defeated its
rivals from Argentina, Brazil and
Colombia in order to make the finals, a feat it completed without
possessing any superstar players.
Among some of the players
killed in the tragedy were defender
Filipe Jose Machado, midfielder Arthur Brasiliano Maia and forward
Lucas Gomes da Silva. Chapecoense’s coach Luiz Carlos Saroli
was also killed in the crash. In Sa-

roli’s 14 years of coaching, he managed 20 different clubs.
The incident has sent ripples
through the soccer world, drawing
reactions and statements from a
multitude of players and teams.
Manchester United Football
Club issued a statement on the
day after the crash saying, “The
thoughts of everyone at Manchester United are with Chapecoense
Football Club and all those affected
by the tragedy in Colombia.” Similarly, Manchester United captain
Wayne Rooney tweeted, “Sad news
to wake up to today. Thoughts are
with @ChapecoenseReal and their
family and friends.”
The incident bears a striking
similarity to the 1958 Munich air
disaster, in which British European Airways flight 609 crashed on
a slushy runway at Munich-Riem
Airport. Among the fatalities of the
disaster were 11 Manchester United players and staff, who were on
their way home from a European
cup match that they had played in
Yugoslavia. Just like in the Chapecoense crash, several journalists
were killed.
Recent inquiry into the cause of
the crash is still ongoing as of press
time, but investigators have been
led to believe that fuel exhaustion
was likely the cause of the incident.
This is further evidenced by the fact
that the aircraft was found without
fuel and the aircraft did not explode
upon impact.
A single flight attendant who
survived the crash also stated that
the aircraft had run out of fuel prior
to the crash.
The Unidad Administrativa
Especial de Aeronautica Civil reported that both flight recorders
were recovered from the crash site
on Nov. 29. In the meantime, Brazilians worldwide mourn over the
loss of their countrymen.
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Woodward breaks silence on UK soccer sexual abuse scandal
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

Andy Woodward is a renowned
soccer player who put together an
exceptional career through stints
at Bury Football Club, Crewe Alexandra Football Club and Sheffield United Football Club, all in
the English Football League. Now
retired, Woodward confessed to
having been the victim of child molestation in his initial years as a soccer player, sparking many others to
come out as victims.
Woodward, now 43, has carried
the secret with him since the age
of 11, when he first came into contact with Barry Bennell, a serial
pedophile.
When asked why he had kept
the incident a secret for decades,
Woodward said that he thought
back to his career as a soccer player
and realized that there may have
been many other victims, inspiring
him to tell the story. In November
2016, Woodward finally broke his
silence, telling reporters that he
had been sexually assaulted by his
former coach, Bennell.
Bennell, who was already
known as a sexual offender, had
been arrested in 1998 on 23 sexual offense charges. He was given
nine years in prison for his crimes.
When he turned 29, Woodward decided to end his professional soccer career due to severe depression
and mental instability, brought on
by the sexual abuse he himself had
faced as a child.
In addition to himself, Woodward cites that he knows of other
professional players who had also
been made victims by Bennell. In
the weeks following his interview,
six players have come forward confirming that they too have been
subject to years of abuse by coaches and scouts in the United Kingdom. In addition, an upward of 20
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Woodward reﬂected on a diﬃcult introduction to soccer, inspiring others to speak on widespread sexual abuse in English soccer.
former professionals have broken
their silence.
The allegations are currently
being investigated by 17 different
police forces. So far, 10 additional
pedophiles have been identified.
There are rumors that victims were
paid off to keep quiet about the
issue in order to protect the reputations of the coaches—these allegations are also currently under
investigation.
Of these accounts, a former
Chelsea Football Club player alleges that he was paid 50,000
pounds to keep secret years of
sexual abuse from a soccer scout.
Those who have publicly recounted their experiences include Paul
Stewart, formerly of the Totten-

ham Hotspur Football Club and
the England national football team,
and David White, once a striker for
Manchester City Football Club. The
list of shamed coaches includes
George Ormond, who has been in
prison since 2002 for sexual abuse,
and others who are already incarcerated or deceased.
During his youth, Woodward
spent time at Bennell’s house during breaks and holidays under
the impression that he would receive tips and training to hone his
skills. After abusing him, Bennell would threaten to end Woodward’s soccer career if he publicly
announced any of the offenses. In
1991, Bennell went on to marry into
Woodward’s family and became his

brother-in-law.
Officials are not yet sure of how
many child abuse victims there
are within the United Kingdom,
but Woodward’s confession yielded
hundreds of others, which indicates that there may still be more
unspoken confessions out there.
FIFA, the international soccer governing body, urged everyone to
be active and listen to anyone
who may step up and talk about
child abuse.
The organization speculates
that there are multiple cases of
child abuse not only in the United
Kingdom, but worldwide.
The National Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
which is based in the United King-

dom, has received hundreds of
calls on its newly setup hotline after news broke of Woodward’s confession. In the brief time between
Woodward’s confession and the
time it took to set up the on-call
hotline, the NSPCC already made
over 60 referrals to various agencies
across the United Kingdom.
Fans and teammates alike have
cheered on the soccer players who
have come out about their abuse.
Former
professional
darts
player Eric Bristow, however, has
been insensitive to the matter. In
a tweet that he later deleted, Bristow claimed that he would have
“sorted that poof out” had he been
in the same situation as Woodward
and others.
This case has grown to such a
magnitude that some people have
compared it to the case of Sir James
Wilson Vincent Savile, a notorious
rapist and serial predator. During
his time at BBC, he sexually abused
hundreds of girls who were minors under the law. During the first
days of the investigation behind
Savile, 17 referrals had been made
to agencies around the United
Kingdom.
This latest scandal has more
than triple of that number and authorities are expecting it to grow
since many athletes are publicly
announcing their sexual abuse
histories.
Across the pond, the incidents
strike a chord with many U.S. citizens familiar with the infamous
Penn State child sex abuse scandal
that stained an otherwise outstanding career of the late coaching great
Joe Paterno who failed to report
abuse. Paterno’s tenure with the
Penn State Nittany Lions came under fire when allegations surfaced
about one of his aids, Jerry Sandusky, being involved in numerous
sexual abuse incidents, which the
program made efforts to cover up.

Giants’ redzone woes prove costly, Steelers spoil six-game winstreak
BY ANTHONY DELANUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Heading into Week 13, the New
York Giants and Pittsburgh Steelers were both coming off winning
streaks—the Giants putting together six straight, while the Steelers picked up steam riding back-toback wins.
With Big Blue fighting to catch
up to the surging Dallas Cowboys
and Ben Roethlisberger looking to
make good on a rollercoaster season, both teams understood that
a win would be crucial to their
efforts.
The first half was simply a nightmare for the Giants, whose offense
completely broke down. They
gained just 92 total yards, forcing the defense on the field, who
gave up over 228 total yards to the
Steelers.
Many looked to America’s Game
of the Week for a shootout between
two of the most prolific wide receivers in Odell Beckham Jr. and Antonio Brown. Giants’ quarterback
Eli Manning, however, was under
duress early and often, eliminating
any chance for OBJ to streak down
the field.
To put the offensive line’s struggles into perspective, the Steelers’
first score was the result of a penalty for holding in the end zone
on Giants’ young left tackle Ereck
Flowers, forcing a safety and granting the Steelers a 2-0 lead.
The Steelers gained a stronger hold of the game shortly after
as the Giants looked to put their
first points on the board. Manning
attempted a touchdown pass to
tight end Larry Donnell, but the
pass floated into traffic and was
picked off.
The Steelers took full advantage
of the opportunity, scoring on a
toe-tap catch by Brown in the back
of the end zone, his 11th touch-
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Despite a strong overall outing, the Giants’ defense struggled to contain the stutter-step attack of Steelers’ back Le’Veon Bell.
down of the season.
Nothing symbolized the Giants’
offensive struggles more then their
inability to convert on third and
fourth down, finishing 4-14 on conversion attempts, including 0-3 on
4th down—most notably getting
stuffed at the Steelers three-yard
line by an overwhelming Steelers
defensive front.
Despite giving up nearly 400
yards of total offense, the Giants’
defense fought hard to give the offense opportunities to climb back
into the game. After a forced fumble recovered by rookie cornerback
Eli Apple, Manning led the Giants
down the field and capped off the

short drive with a 13-yard touchdown pass to running back Rashad
Jennings. Yet the Giants’ defense
could not find an answer for Steelers tight end Ladarius Green, who
broke the top off of the secondary
for a whopping 110 yards on just six
receptions and a touchdown.
Again the defense looked to create opportunities, this time looking to make up for the 21-7 deficit
it had amassed by the end of the
third quarter.
Prized offseason acquisition
Olivier Vernon recorded two sacks
to give the Giants hope, his fifth
straight game with a sack. Apple
was back in action shortly after

with his first career interception
looking to swing momentum in Big
Blue’s favor.
Yet, the defensive efforts were
all for naught as the Giants were
only able to score during garbage
time with just under a minute left
in the game.
Big Blue found themselves on
the receiving end of the broken
win streak. After the game Giants
receiver Victor Cruz voiced his displeasure in receiving zero targets
and seeing the ball forced to OBJ
out of desperation.
With a 24-14 final score, the
Giants moved to an 8-4 overall record, falling three games back of

the NFC East-leading Cowboys.
Earlier in Week 13, Big Blue was
disappointed to see the Minnesota
Vikings relinquish a late-game lead
to Dak Prescott and the Cowboys, a
win which would have made it possible to crawl within one game of
Dallas. However, the Giants could
not even make good on their end,
instead widening the distance between the division lead.
Coincidentally, Big Blue is set to
host Dallas at MetLife Stadium in
Week 14 for the second leg of their
divisional head-to-head. While
a win by the Giants would bring
them back within two games, many
are now skeptical that the team
will be able to capture the division
title with four remaining games.
Luckily for the Giants, they are in
first place with a firm lead of the
NFC wild card race, especially as
the Philadelphia Eagles and Washington Redskins have declined to
the bottom of the pack in the NFC
East. The wild card, however, is not
even a sure thing as Big Blue is pitted against both the Eagles and the
Redskins in the final two weeks of
the season. While many have prematurely crowned the Cowboys division champs, the NFC East is still
open for dramatic change.
In order for the Giants to derail
Dallas’ 11-game win streak, they
must first shake off their demons.
A strong secondary that played
exceptionally well down the field
throughout the season saw itself
break down at the hands of Pittsburgh tight end Green; hopefully
an anomaly for Big Blue or else veteran Cowboys tight end Jason Witten is sure to exploit the defensive
weakness. Similarly, the offense
must rekindle its confidence which
has put them ahead for six straight
wins prior to Week 13. If the division is indeed out of reach, then at
least the wins will protect the Giants’ lead over the Wildcard.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: WINTER FUN

DECEMBER 2016
MON

12
TUES

13
WED

14
THURS

15
FRI

16
SAT

17
SUN

18

ACROSS
1. *E.G. “A WINTER’S TALE” BY
MARK HELPRIN
6. BAG IN PARI
9. *COLDWEATHER LIP
TROUBLE
13. SPEAK ONE’S MIND
14. “WHAT?”
15. WHAT PHOENIX DID
16. USED A LOT IN SPORTS
17. ____ OF AQUARIUS
18. MISREPRESENT
19. *TROIKA RIDE
21. *HAS TWO EYES MADE
OF COAL
23. BELUGA YIELD
24. FOUND IN A WALL
25. REGGAE PRECURSOR
28. WHISKEY WITHOUT
WATER
30. MOTHER OF CALCUTTA
35. WHAT LITTLE KITTENS
DID WITH THEIR MITTENS
37. COMPUTER OPERATING
SYSTEM
39. ASCETIC HOLY HINDU
40. HIPPOCRATES’ PROMISE
41. CHEMICALLY INDUCED
WAVES, PL.
43. GOOD OBTAINED
ILLEGALLY
44. GARMENT FOLD
46. SANDWICH ALTERNATIVE
47. NORTHERN FRESHWATER
FISH

PART OF THE COMMUNITY
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. | 2nd Floor Lobby | Free

WRITING CENTER  FALL 2016 WEEKLY WRITING WORKSHOP
12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m. | NVC 8-155 | Free

RELAXATION STATION
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. | 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
GOVERNANCE & ACCOUNTABILITY INSTITUTE, INC. TRAINING
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. | NVC 14-270 | Free
FINALS FOOD
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. | 2nd Floor Lobby | Free

ON STAGE AT KINGSBOROUGH: THE STATE BALLET THEATRE OF RUSSIA IN
THE NUTCRACKER
7:00 p.m. | Kingsborough Community College, Goldstein Performing Arts
Center | $32

48. NO, THEY DON’T REALLY
CRAWL IN ONE’S EAR
50. SUBSTANCE ABUSER
52. NEITHER
53. TYPE OF TIDE
55. JAMIE ____ CURTIS
57. *POPULAR COLD
WEATHER FABRIC
61. *DESIRED WINTER
DESTINATION, PL.
64. DON MCLEAN: “DROVE MY
CHEVY TO THE ____”
65. *ELF ON THE SHELF, E.G.
67. *REMOVE ITS FURNITURE
IN WINTER?
69. LIKE A HARVARD
BUILDING?
70. CALL TO BOPEEP
71. PAINTER DEGAS
72. MRS. LINCOLN’S MAIDEN
NAME
73. WEARY TRAVELER’S
DESTINATION
74. LOFTY HOMES
DOWN
1. US, IN MEXICO
2. PREFERS
3. TINY BOTTLE
4. “C’MON IN!”
5. WOUND
6. PERSIAN KING
7. PRECEDES SEP.
8. MAIDEN’S “HOPE” STORAGE
9. CAPTAIN’S TEAM
10. ISLET IN A RIVER
11. HALFWAY AROUND THE
WORLD

12. PART OF A HAMMER
15. RESIDENCES
20. “FASTER!” TO A HORSE
22. *ROAST A CHEST____
OVER AN OPEN FIRE
24. CAVALRYMAN’S FOOT
HOLDER
25. #61 ACROSS, SING.
26. BEAR DOWN UNDER
27. IN THE ASTERACEAE
FAMILY
29. AGAIN
31. WOOD FILE
32. BUZZ ALDRIN’S FIRST
NAME
33. PLUMED MILITARY
HEADDRESS
34. *ICE ANGLER’S DRILL
36. *WARM WINTER DAY
OCCURRENCE
38. *WINTER HOLIDAY, FOR
SHORT
42. ABRACADABRA, E.G.
45. PRESERVED IN A CAN
49. “FANCY THAT!”
51. GO BACK INTO BUSINESS
54. COVER STORY
56. HORACE’S POEM
57. DART
58. PREFIX IN LEVOROTARY
59. LIKE A ZEALOUS FAN
60. PAUPER’S PERMANENT
STATE
61. BRIDGE
62. UNITS OF WORK
63. CUT AND RUN
66. *GINGERBREAD CREATION
68. 60 MINS., PL.

BIANCA MONTEIRO | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ISSUE 11

SEE HOW THEY RAN! FDR AND HIS OPPONENTS: CAMPAIGN TREASURES
FROM THE NEWYORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. | Hunter College’s Roosevelt House | Free

WRITERS ON WRITING: INTERVIEW WITH IMBOLO MBUE
7:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m. | WMEC Radio | Free

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Resume Rush
Tuesday, February 7, 12:30 P.M.-4:30 P.M., NVC 2-150
Get your resume reviewed and polished before the Spring
Undergraduate Job and Internship Fair!

PORT AUTHORITY OF NY & NJ

Career Fair Prep with Peers
Thursday, February 8, 5:00 P.M.-6:30 P.M., NVC 2-190
Hear from fellow Peers on how to make the most of the
Career Fair.
Career Fair Prep with Employers
Thursday, February 9, 12:30 P.M.-2:00 P.M., TBD
Prepare for the upcoming Career Fair at this session; proper
etiquette and attire will be discussed.
Spring 2017 Undergraduate Job and Internship Fair
Friday, February 9, 12:30 P.M.-4:00 P.M., NVC GYMS
This Undergraduate Job and Internship Fair hosts over 70+
employers with career opportunities for all majors.

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Spring 2017 Customer Programs and Services Intern
The Port Authority of NY & NJ
is looking for a Customer Programs and Services Intern for
students who will be enrolled in
a degree program in the Spring
2017 semester. Founded in 1921,
the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey builds, operates
and maintains many of the most
important transportation and
trade infrastructure assets in the
country. The agency’s network of
aviation, ground, rail and seaport
facilities is among the busiest in
the country, supports more than
550,000 regional jobs, and generates more than $23 billion in
annual wages and $80 billion

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

in annual economic activity. Assignments include hands-on
projects to cultivate technical,
writing, communication and
team-building skills. This intern
will assist the Customer Programs and Services team with
its Customer Correspondence
program. He or she will assist in
preparation of responses to customer inquiries and will conduct
research on opportunities for
improved customer communication.
He or she will be responsible
for researching customer best
practices in both public and private industries, and will also be

assisting in improving the tracking system and development of
formalized Customer Relationship Management software.

Qualiﬁcations include current
enrollment in an undergraduate
program for the current Spring
2017 semester, a major in either
Communications,
Marketing
and Business Administration and
proﬁciency in Microsoft Word,
Excel and PowerPoint. Paid internship; Starr Search ID 98558.

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS FOR CAREERS PROGRAM
“Make sure you prepare ahead of time for next semester’s career opportunities. It is always best to
have a resume ready to go for spontaneous opportunities and the upcoming undergraduate career fairs.
Come in during walk-in hours to get a jump-start on your resume, cover letter or thank you notes.”

Split between two majors? Try creating your own major
with Weissman’s Ad Hoc program! This Ad Hoc program allows
students to combine classes to create a unique interdisciplinary
major. Students must be able to justify their course selections by

REBECCA VICENTE
PEER FOR CAREER

explaining how they provide a knowledge base that cannot be
achieved through conventional majors. For more information, visit
the website for Baruch’s Weissman School of Arts and Sciences.

